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Greetings,
We made our 11th Annual Bear Hunt at Squapan Mountain Outfitters last
fall in Chapman, Maine. Tony and Lynn Boucher hosted another great camp
in the North Maine woods. Mr. Nick Sernick got the big bear that week. He
decided on a PCH IV Greenleaf bow. His buddy Brian got the big bear last
year (it’s your turn next Mike)!

2019 Big Bear Winner Nick Sernik.
Congratulations Nick!

Make plans now to join us on the Black Widow Bear Hunt at Squapan
Mountain Outfitters in the fall of 2020. Lasting friendships will be made as
well as memories that will last a lifetime. The biggest bear of the week taken
with a traditional bow will again receive a new Black Widow Bow.
For more information look up Squapan Mountain Outfitters on their website
squapan.homestead.com or you can email Tony or his wife Lynn at
tljj@live.com or give them a call at (207) 764-7844 (you may need to leave a
message and they will get back with you). You can also call and we can get you
details of the hunt also, but you will need to book with Tony and Lynn.
We wish you all the best for 2020 and would love to help you begin or
continue your traditional journey.
From the entire gang at Black Widow, have a great and successful season.
Shoot Straight,
Toby Essick, John Clayman, and Roger Fulton
“May the good LORD be your Outfitter and Guide;
May HE cause you to always shoot straight;
And may the trophies you pursue be worthy of the Book.”

2019 Squapan Mountain Outfitters Bear Camp

Camo

We are now offering the
Arrowhead overlays in your
choice of wood (with or
without laser).

Cross Grain Graybark

$100.00

Cross Grain Autumn Oak
Desert Camo
Bocote
Tiger Myrtle
Kingwood
Honduras Rosewood
Olive Ash
We are now offering the
Snakeskin overlays.

Elm

$150.00

Spalted Maple

SPLICED VENEERS
Tiger Myrtle

Zircote

Curly Maple

Honduras
Rosewood

Curly Maple

Chechen

Osage

Cocobolo

Birdseye Maple

Bubinga

Spalted Maple

Pau Ferro

Here are a few of the more popular woods we use.
To see more visit our website, BlackWidowBows.com

Grip Comparison
Grips for PMA, PSA, PCH, PTF, PA and KB model bows.

Standard

Black Widow

Asbell Grip
Slightly larger palm swell.

Grip

Low Standard Grip
Designed with the
longbow shooter in mind.

Grips for the PL and PSR model bows.

Low Asbell Grip

Standard

Black Widow
Grip

Toby Grip
Slightly fuller and more
rounded than standard.

You can add snakeskins
to your bow. We usually have
Copperhead, Canebrake,
Prairie Rattler & Diamondbacks. Please
call for availability
and pricing.

Diamondback Skins
$250

Double laser
overlays
available on
all models.
$150 Per Bow
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Standard Laser Bamboo Overlays.
Laser Engraved Bamboo Overlays are now available on all models. Please call to discuss your options. “Pick A Spot”,
“May the good Lord be your Outfitter and Guide”, Whitetail Buck, Elk, Bear, Turkey, the choice is yours.

$100 Per Bow

Model Comparison

5"

4"

3"
14"

18"

16"
20 ¼"

22 ¼"

PCH X

PSA X

Honduras
Rosewood

3 ½"

3 ½"

2 ½"

Bocote

24 ¼"

PMA X
Pau Ferro

20 ¼"

KB X
Kingwood

22 ¼"

PA X

Cross Grain
Autumn Oak

PTF X

Birdseye Maple

PSA II with
all inserts

What are the differences between our recurve bow models?
A common question we are asked is “What’s the difference between the PMA, PSA and the PCH models?” The answer is quite simple. In the
photo of the three 60" take-down bows on the left, notice the riser lengths of the different models. The PMA has an 18" riser with a 5" sight
window. The PSA has 16" riser with a 4" sight window and the PCH has a 14" riser with a 3" sight window. Bottom line is that in these three bows
the 60" PMA will have a 2" longer riser than the 60" PSA and a 4" longer riser than the 60" PCH. This allows the 60” PCH to have a 4" longer
working limb than the 60" PMA and a 2" longer working limb over a 60" PSA. The advantage of the shorter risers is that you can shoot a longer
working limb with the same length of bow. There will be minimal performance difference as all of the bows have the same limb design.

22 ¼"

Sight
Inserts

Side Mount
Quiver Inserts

The length of working limb is important in determining your optimal limb length for your draw
length. See RECOMMENDED LIMB LENGTHS for the various models.
The difference between the KB, PA and PTF models are much the same. The KB model will have a 2 ½" sight window compared to 3 ½" on the
PA and PTF models. The riser on the KB model is 2" shorter, from fadeout to fadeout than the PA and PTF models.

Stabilizer
Insert
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BOW ORDERING INFORMATION, OPTIONS AND WARRANTY
Thank you for considering Black Widow as your custom bowyer and supplier of
traditional equipment and accessories.
Black Widow bows are unique in design and very complex to build. Just the handle
alone has up to thirty-seven glue lines (depending on the model) and requires as many
man-hours to build as do most complete traditional bows being made today. Lightning
fast limbs are tapered and tillered as only Black Widow bowyers know how. The result
of all this effort and expertise is a bow.. a legendary bow...a Black Widow bow...whose
smoothness, stability and speed will amaze you. As one of our satisfied customers put it,
“It’s the only custom bow I’ve ever had, and I’ve had about all of them, that has everything I want. It’s fast, smooth, stable and beautiful too. And all in the same bow!” ... That
about says it all.
The superior performance of the Black Widow Dyna Flex limbs and DynaFLIGHT 97
string allows you the luxury of being conservative in draw weight, still get excellent cast
and enable you to maximize your accuracy. We suggest dropping down about 25% in
draw weight when switching from a compound bow.
You may order limb weight at the traditional 28 inch draw or you may order limb weight
at your actual draw. Draw length is measured from the string to the far side of the shelf,
which is 1 3/4 inches longer than so-called “true draw” (which is measured to the throat
of the grip). Your draw will probably be an inch or two shorter with a recurve or longbow than with a compound.
Some bowyers choose to glue-up their bow limbs a lot heavier than ordered by the customer and then simply grind enough material off to bring the weight down to the poundage ordered. This is not wise. In fact, it is very risky and may compromise the integrity of
the bow. Therefore, when specifying draw weight, please allow plus or minus two pounds.
For instance, a bow ordered at 53 pounds would allow us a range of 51 to 55 pounds. Of
course we will try to come as close to the weight ordered as we possibly can. We do
offer, however, to guarantee plus or minus one pound for an additional charge of $25 or
exact poundage (plus or minus zero pounds) for an additional charge of $75. This may take
considerably longer for you to receive your bow if we miss the desired poundage the first
time.
PL longbows and PSR recurves are furnished with the #360 Shur-Grip handle wrap but can
be ordered with a tailored beaver tail handle wrap for an extra charge of $55.
Accessory inserts for side-mount quivers #444, #463 or #473 can be installed on any
Black Widow model. Sight inserts (or Kwikee Kwiver) inserts can be installed on all
models. Stabilizer inserts can be installed on PMA, PSA, PCH, PA and KB models only. All
at no charge.

There are various options for grips. Each model has its own standard Black Widow
grip. The PMA, PSA, PCH, PTF, PA and KB models are available with the “Asbell” grip (at no
extra charge). It has a slightly larger and higher palm swell suitable for rotating the wrist
as G. Fred Asbell prefers. You can also get a Standard Low Wrist or Asbell Low Wrist (no
charge). Longbow shooters may prefer the Low Wrist. Or, you can have your grip custom
shaped to your personal taste by loaning us a grip, handle or bow that you wish duplicated. The additional charge for a custom grip is $100. Please call us for details.
We will be happy to personalize your bow with your name on the face of the lower limb at no
extra cost. Bamboo laser overlays and snakeskins can be added for an additional charge.
LIMBS ONLY: When ordering limbs for an older handle, please remember that beginning
in 2003 all limbs are “precision crafted” to much closer tolerances than previous limbs
and handles. Consequently, you may not have a very good cosmetic fit of new limbs on
your old handle. We can improve the fit (we can’t make it perfect, but we can make it
better) by re-sizing and refinishing your old handle. Although we can still make MA and
SA limbs with wood riser sections, there are some advantages to the phenolic risers for
you to consider. We suggest calling us before ordering LIMBS ONLY for older MA or SA
handles.
All complete take-down and one-piece bows or limbs-only come with a Flemish-twist
DynaFLIGHT 97 string, bowstringer, bow tip protector, Spider string silencers, 1/2 dozen
nocking points and the #901 Owner’s Manual. In addition, both one-piece and take-down
longbows come with a Longbow sleeve case and one-piece longbow model comes with
hard case. All complete take-down and one-piece bows come with the #900 Owner’s
Manual Companion DVD and Calf Hair shelf rest/strike plate.
After your order is processed, you will receive a CONFIRMATION OF ORDER and your
Owner’s Manual Companion DVD. Please double check this Confirmation and notify us
immediately of any corrections or changes because your bow will be glued within 1 to
2 weeks after you have placed your order and most specifications can not be altered
after that. Please give us a shipping address where there will be someone available to
receive and sign for the bow. Delivery time will depend on how many orders are ahead
of you, but generally you can expect shipment approximately 7 to 9 weeks from the date
we receive your order. However, we keep some partially completed bows in inventory
which, if one meets your needs, could be finished to your specifications and shipped in
possibly 2 to 4 weeks.
After you receive your bow if you have any questions or problems please do not hesitate
to call us. We will do our very best to make your adventure with traditional bowhunting
an exciting and rewarding experience.

FIVE YEAR PRO-RATED LIMITED WARRANTY:
Black Widow has always strived to bring you the best quality bows that you can find. In addition to that, we have taken pride in the appearance of our bows by adding
many exotic woods for you to choose from. Through the years we have tried to pick out the best looking woods to make your dream bow a reality. We have also tried
to use the clearest fiberglass we can find to bring out the beauty of the wood. The producers of the fiberglass used in building our bows cannot guarantee us clear,
“window pane” glass. We, like the rest of the bowyers in the industry, have struggled for years with finding clear fiberglass. As a result of this we can no longer warranty
bows that have small streaks in the glass. These streaks are cosmetic only and do not affect the integrity of the bow. As always, we will pick the clearest glass we can
find to build our bows. Please keep in mind that the darker the limb wood, the more apt to see these slight imperfections in the fiberglass.
Should damage or failure occur to a Black Widow bow within a period of one year from the date of shipment due to inferior materials or workmanship we will
make free repair, or replacement if repair is not possible. After the one year period, repair will be made at a reasonable charge. If, at the discretion of Black Widow
Custom Bows repair is not possible, replacement will be made on the basis of 1/48th of the current retail price per month from the first anniversary of the date of
shipment. For example, if the current price of a set of bow limbs at the time of replacement is $645, the per month replacement charge from the first anniversary date
of shipment would be $13.44 per month. If this were to happen after 24 months from the date of shipment (12 months from first anniversary date) the replacement cost
would be $161.28 ($13.44 x 12 months). Replacement will be made with a bow of the same model, or as near as possible if models have changed.

THIS WARRANTY APPLIES TO THE ORIGINAL OWNER ONLY.
The above provisions will apply unless the bow shows evidence of misuse, abuse, alteration, improper handling, or damage as a result of shooting arrows weighing less
than 8 grains per pound of draw weight (we recommend 9 to 11 or more; especially with long draw lengths of 29 inches or more, which can significantly increase the
possibility of limb tip damage when using a high performance bowstring) or during the stringing or unstringing process.
No adjustment can be made until the bow is returned to Black Widow Custom Bows for inspection. If it is necessary to return your bow to the factory for repair
be certain to pack it carefully to prevent damage from shipping. To insure that you do not do something that will void your warranty be sure to read and follow the
instructions in the Owners Manual and watch the Owner’s Manual DVD before assembling, stringing and shooting your bow.
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Black Widow Custom Bows
2020 BOW ORDER FORM

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Date Received
Serial No.
Invoice No.

Shipping address (if different than mailing address):
Name

Name

Rt. or Street

Rt. or Street

City

City

State
Daytime Phone (

SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
CUT ON DOTTED LINE TO DETACH (FEEL FREE TO MAKE COPIES FOR FUTURE USE)

CELL (

ALL PRICES EFFECTIVE JAN. 1, 2020

State

Zip

Zip

Evening Phone (

)

)

FAX (

Model

Length

)

)
E-Mail

Weight

Right or
Left Hand

Draw

1 Pc., TD Complete,
Limbs or Handle

Price
$

Please put name
on bow as follows:

N/ C

“Exotic” X Model Wood Choice:
Select
One

Spliced Limb Veneers Add $100:

Side-Mount Quiver Inserts N/C

Toby Grip PL & PSR’s only N/C
Standard Black Widow Grip N/C
Asbell Grip PMA, PSA, PCH, KB, PA & PTF’s only N/C
Low Wrist Grip PMA, PSA, PCH, KB, PA & PTF’s only N/C
Low Asbell Wrist Grip PMA, PSA, PCH, KB, PA & PTF’s only N/C
Custom Grip - Add $100

Beaver Tail Handle Wrap

$

PSR & PL’s only - Add $55

+/ - 2 Lbs. Draw Weight N/C

Sight Inserts (or KwiKee Kwiver) N/C
Stabilizer Insert PMA, PSA, PCH, KB & PA’s only N/C

Select
One

No Inserts

+/ - 1 Lbs. Draw Weight - Add $25
+/ - 0 Lbs. Draw Weight - Add $75

Split Fingers
Three Fingers Under

$
Add $100

Laser Bamboo Overlays

Select
One
N/C

$

Double Laser Bamboo Overlays

Add $150

Arrowhead Shape Overlays, wood: _____________

Add $100

Snake Skin Overlays, type: ___________________

Add $150

Snake Skins, type: ________________________

Add $250

U.S.A. SHIPPING, HANDLING & INSURANCE CHART
Shipping Rate Subject to Change

Bow Total

Order Total

Standard

2nd Day

Next Day

Up to $25

$6

$30

$65

Up to $50

$8

$32

$69

Up to $100

$12

$34

$73

Up to $200

$14

$36

$77

Up to $300

$16

$38

$81

Up to $400

$19

$40

$85

Up to $600

$22

$42

$89

Up to $800

$25

$44

$93

Up to $1300

$28

$46

$97

Over $1300

$31

$48

$101

+

$
$

Accessory Total From Other Side $

Please include full payment
with order which can be
made by MONEY ORDER
or CREDIT CARD.

=
Order Total

$
+

Missouri Residents Please Add 7.475% Sales Tax

$
+

Shipping, Handling, & Insurance Fee

$
=

$100 Extra Shipping Charge for 1 piece longbows shipped Internationally

PAYMENT METHOD

Credit Card Account Number or Money Order Number

Money Order
VISA
MasterCard
Discover
American Express

Card Expiration Date
Month
Year

TOTAL

$

Total Payment

$

Security Code
Cardholder’s Signature

ACCESSORY ORDER FORM
Catalog
Number

RH
or
LH

Item

Size

Weight
or
Length

Price
Per Unit

Color
$

A 10% RESTOCKING FEE will be charged
on the return of unused accessory items.

Black Widow
Custom Bows
1201 Eaglecrest
Nixa, MO 65714
U.S.A.
Website:
BlackWidowBows.com
E-mail:
info@blackwidowbows.com

Telephone Hours
Monday - Friday:
7:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
Central Time Zone
You may leave a message
on the recorder at anytime
or you may place your
order by FAX or Website.
PHONE: 417-725-3113
FAX: 417-725-3190

=
Total

x
Units
$

Enter This Total on Front Side $

FIVE YEAR PRO-RATED LIMITED WARRANTY:

Black Widow has always strived to bring you the best quality bows that you can find. In addition to that, we have taken
pride in the appearance of our bows by adding many exotic woods for you to choose from. Through the years we have tried
to pick out the best looking woods to make your dream bow a reality. We have also tried to use the clearest fiberglass we can
find to bring out the beauty of the wood. The producers of the fiberglass used in building our bows cannot guarantee us clear,
“window pane” glass. We, like the rest of the bowyers in the industry, have struggled for years with finding clear fiberglass. As
a result of this we can no longer warranty bows that have small streaks in the glass. These streaks are cosmetic only and do not
affect the integrity of the bow. As always, we will pick the clearest glass we can find to build our bows. Please keep in mind
that the darker the limb wood, the more apt to see these slight imperfections in the fiberglass.
Should damage or failure occur to a Black Widow bow within a period of one year from the date of shipment due
to inferior materials or workmanship we will make free repair, or replacement if repair is not possible. After the one year
period, repair will be made at a reasonable charge. If, at the discretion of Black Widow Custom Bows repair is not possible,
replacement will be made on the basis of 1/48th of the current retail price per month from the first anniversary of the
date of shipment. For example, if the current price of a set of bow limbs at the time of replacement is $645, the per month
replacement charge from the first anniversary date of shipment would be $13.44 per month. If this were to happen after 24
months from the date of shipment (12 months from first anniversary date) the replacement cost would be $161.28 ($13.44 x 12
months). Replacement will be made with a bow of the same model, or as near as possible if models have changed.

THIS WARRANTY APPLIES TO THE ORIGINAL OWNER ONLY.
The above provisions will apply unless the bow shows evidence of misuse, abuse, alteration, improper handling, or damage as a
result of shooting arrows weighing less than 8 grains per pound of draw weight (we recommend 9 to 11 or more; especially with
long draw lengths of 29 inches or more, which can significantly increase the possibility of limb tip damage when using a high
performance bowstring) or during the stringing or unstringing process.
No adjustment can be made until the bow is returned to Black Widow Custom Bows for inspection. If it is necessary to
return your bow to the factory for repair be certain to pack it carefully to prevent damage from shipping. To insure that you
do not do something that will void your warranty be sure to read and follow the instructions in the Owners Manual and watch
the Owner’s Manual DVD before assembling, stringing and shooting your bow.
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926 MASTERS OF THE BAREBOW DVDs $15 Each
Denny Sturgis, Jr. and Darryl Quidort have done it again. Nowhere else
will you find such a variety of one-on-one shooting instruction.
Please specify volume(s).

900 Black Widow
Custom Bows
OWNER’S MANUAL
COMPANION DVD AND
SCRAPBOOK, VOL II
$19 Each
This DVD was
produced to assist
you in setting up your
Black Widow Bow.
It follows along with
the printed Owner’s
Manual to help you
assemble your bow,
install the string silencers, string your bow, maintain
limb alignment, store your bow, care for the bowstring
and the finish, tune your bow and select the right
arrow. The scrapbook section gives you a little of the
history of Black Widow and a glimpse into the
world of the Widow Workers practicing their craft
and having fun at work and at play. Plus a section with
Toby Essick and Roger Fulton taking you through the
process of setting up your new bow. (Furnished with all
complete take-down and one-piece Black Widow
Bow purchases.)
Black Widow Custom Bows
Owner’s Manual
Companion DVD and Scrapbook
Vol. II

Volume 1
Nine of traditional archery’s top shooters and most accomplished
hunters demonstrate that there’s more than one way to get your
arrows to the target using everything from simple selfbows to stateof-the-art recurves.
Volume 2
Learn how to Shoot World Class on the range or in the field, plus arrow
tuning segments from Ken Beck, David Soza and Rod Jenkins.
Volume 3
Perfect your shooting by mastering your own shot sequence with easy
drills and exercises. Rod Jenkins, IBO World Champion and Larry Yien, 3
time IFFA World Longbow Champion, show you how. Use flash images,
build a forgiving shot, and grooving it into the subconscious mind.
Stay calm during high-pressure hunting and break down the shot to
understand shot sequence.
Volume 4
The Mental Side of the Shot... Psychology professor Jay Kidwell Ph.D.
explains and shares some drills to get your subconscious mind back on
track. Archery & firearms instructor and SWAT team leader Joel Turner
teaches his system of high-stress shot psychology. Rod Jenkins covers
analysis and offers new thoughts on shot sequence and bow tuning.
Successful bowhunter, Denny Sturgis Jr., explains string bow staining
and string blur, and their benefit to your shooting consistency and
confidence.

901 Black Widow
OWNER’S MANUAL
$3 Each
The “do’s and don’ts”
of caring for a recurve
and longbow, as well
as other valuable
information about
tuning and shooting
off-the-shelf. (Furnished
with all Black Widow
bow purchases.)

Volume 5
Archery fundamentals, refined details, and proven mental thought
processes that will help you perform when the heat is on! Archery
coach and IBO champ Rod Jenkins reveals knowledge from 7 years
of teaching and conducting barebow clinics. Archery champion Jason
Wesbrock shares his thoughts, techniques and tips on all disciplines of
archery. Dale Karch of 3 Rivers Archery explains why equipment choices
and proper tuning are so important. Randy Cooling covers low light,
shooting techniques, realistic hunting practice, and transitioning from
split-finger instinctive to 3 under gapping. Denny Sturgis, Jr. discusses
face walking for hunting and revisits beating short draw syndrome.

931 INSTINCTIVE SHOOTING DVD
with G. Fred Asbell $25 Each

First there was the book, Instinctive
Shooting, the most popular and most
recommended bow shooting and
bowhunting book for traditionalists ever.
Then there was a video, Instinctive Shooting,
and a second book, Instinctive Shooting 2,
all by G. Fred Asbell. This DVD is based on
the content of Mr. Asbell’s first two books,
Instinctive Shooting Vol 1 and Instinctive
Shooting Vol 2. It is without question the
most complete, step-by-step, instructional
DVD ever produced on instinctive shooting.

932-2 ADVANCED INSTINCTIVE
SHOOTING FOR BOWHUNTING: THE
REST OF THE STORY (book) $28 Each
Traditional bowhunting continually brings
the bowhunter face to face with self
improvement. That’s the underlying thrust
of this book... the individual, preparing and
using his God-given skill, pushing himself
forward. Here are the step-by-step details
for consistent shooting in the woods, where
control and confidence are put to the test.
You have the ability in you and it’s all right
here. You are in control of how good you
can become, it’s up to you.

933 WHITETAIL MAGIC book $25 Each

While Supplies Last
You will learn much from this accumulation
of more than forty years of adventures,
techniques and observations in trophy
whitetail hunting by Roger Rothhaar. He has
accumulated an impressive record as a hunter
of trophy whitetails with his top six bucks
totaling an impressive 988 P&Y / B&C inches!
(Several taken with a Black Widow.)

Black Widow Custom Bows

INSTINCTIVE
SHOOTING CLINIC
Location: Black Widow Custom Bows, Nixa, MO, U.S.A.

Fellow Bowhunters,

This past May we finished the nineteenth consecutive year of Black Widow
Instinctive Shooting Clinics conducted by G. Fred Asbell and Ken Beck. We are
receiving reservations for 2020. Should you decide to enroll and join us in a future
clinic, it is our hope that you would accomplish your goal of becoming a better archer.

2020 tuition: $410 per person

With $100 non-refundable deposit. Balance due March 1, 2020.

2020 Dates:

May 7th, 8th & 9th

(Thursday, Friday & Saturday)

Location: Black Widow Custom Bows, Nixa, MO, U.S.A.
For more information please contact: Black Widow Custom Bows

Phone: 417-725-3113 • Fax: 417-725-3190
Website: BlackWidowBows.com
E-mail: info@blackwidowbows.com

We all want to be the
best we can be when it
comes to hunting with the
bow and arrow. Bowhunting
is a great and challenging
endeavor and probably only
a few people ever reach their
maximum potential. Which,
in many ways is unfortunate.
Not just because it means
you’ll be less successful, but also because maximizing your
potential means understanding and becoming a part of
the great outdoor world into which bowhunting takes us.
And, for many of us, turns bowhunting into a life altering
experience.
But, in the end, the concrete purpose of this workshop
is to make you a better bowhunter. If you truly believe you
can become a better bowhunter, this is the experience for
you. If you want to know you can trust your equipment,
know you can trust your instincts and make that killing
shot time after time, you need to come join us.
G. Fred Asbell
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“I’ve hunted around the world with a Black Widow recurve
for 25 years. My go-to bow is a 62" PMA. Thanks for making
the most durable and accurate bows I have ever shot.”
Randy Cooling

Camo
8

PMA Series
The PMA series take-downs are designed with greater accuracy, detail and consistency than we
have ever been able to achieve in the past. The black “phenolic” riser sections of the handle
and limbs make a distinctive two-tone contrast; plus they are more impervious to moisture
in the critical areas around the mounting pins and limb bolts. The extended shelf provides
more protection for the hand and the outside edge of the shelf is relieved to make it easier
to achieve good arrow flight off-the-shelf. If smoothness and comfort are more important to
you than maneuverability, then the PMA series may be your Black Widow of choice. The
longer handle, with it’s long sight window, also permits the use of sights if that is your game (see
RECOMMENDED LIMB LENGTHS).
• DYNA FLEX TRAPEZOID LIMBS: 58", 60", 62" and 64". Black phenolic riser sections. Vertically
stacked, tapered laminations reinforced with a woven glass center core. Faced with transparent
fiberglass. Flemish-twist DynaFLIGHT 97 string.
• HANDLE: 18 inches. Deflex design. Reinforced with pre-stressed multiple layers of red and black
fiberglass. Full 5 inch sight window cut 3/16 of an inch past center. Extended radiused shelf.
Black Widow medallion inlay. Brass inserts for side-mount quivers, sight or stabilizer available
at no additional charge (please specify).
• BRACE HEIGHT: 8 ¼ to 9 inches (from string to throat of grip).
• MASS WEIGHT: 3 ¼ pounds for 60" bow.
• FINISH: Sealed and protected in nonreflective “Frost” (matte) clear marine epoxy. All inserts and
bushings are solid brass.
PMA II Graybark TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: The natural camouflage of the “Graybark” birch
laminations blends beautifully with the gray of tree bark, trunks and limbs.
Complete: $1075 Limbs Only: $645 Handle Only: $430

PMA III Autumn Oak TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: The “Autumn Oak” birch laminations have
the same hue as the leaves of a frosted oak during the fall whitetail hunting season.
Complete: $1075 Limbs Only: $645 Handle Only: $430

PMA IV Greenleaf TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: The “Greenleaf” birch laminations will blend in
with about any hunting situation. Whether out west, your favorite tree stand or chasing those
spring turkeys! (See photo on page 30.)
Complete: $1075 Limbs Only: $645 Handle Only: $430

PMA III
PMA II
Graybark

Autumn Oak

PMA X
PMA V

Bocote

Ironwood

PMA SERIES: RECOMMENDED LIMB LENGTHS
24" to 28" Draw → 58" Limbs
26" to 30" Draw → 60" Limbs
28" to 32" Draw → 62" Limbs
30" to 34" Draw → 64" Limbs
(Draw measured from string to far side of shelf)
At your draw length you may opt for the shorter limb that is a
little more maneuverable or for the longer limb that is slightly
more comfortable. The decision is yours.
Chase Niblock and his
Michigan buck.

PMA V Ironwood TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: The “Ironwood” bow has vertically stacked,
bamboo laminations in the limbs to further enhance the feel and performance. We stain the
bamboo laminations to compliment the rich, brown color of the exotic wood in the riser.
Complete: $1175 Limbs Only: $705 Handle Only: $470

PMA X Exotic TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: X stands for “Exotic!” We can build your X bow
with one of several exotic woods of your choice (see page 1). All of the Exotic models (with the
exception of Osage and Yew) will have vertically stacked, bamboo laminations in the limbs to
further enhance the feel and performance. This may require some planning and discussion by
phone, please call us for details.
Complete: $1300 Limbs Only: $780 Handle Only: $520

COMPLETE BOW COMES WITH:
#300. . Flemish-twist DynaFLIGHT 97 string
#306. . Bow stringer
#308. . Spider string silencers
#312. . . Bow tip protector
Total Value of $73

#322 . . Calf Hair shelf rest / strike plate
#332 . . Nocking points
#900. . Owner’s Manual Companion DVD
#901 . . Owner’s Manual

Standard Laser Bamboo Overlays: $100
Double Laser Bamboo Overlays: $150
Arrowhead Shape Overlays: $100

Snakeskin Overlays: $150
Spliced Veneers: $100
Snakeskins: $250

See bow ordering information on page 4 for draw weight suggestions,
available options, warranty and other important information.
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“Anytime I pick up my PSA and head into the wilderness I
know it will perform without issue. The bow just flat out
shoots and it’s one piece of my equipment that I don’t
need to worry about! ”
Aron Snyder, Kifaru International

10

PSA Series
The PSA series take-downs are designed with greater accuracy, detail and consistency than we have
ever been able to achieve in the past. The black “phenolic” riser sections of the handle and limbs
make a distinctive two-tone contrast; plus they are more impervious to moisture in the critical
areas around the mounting pins and limb bolts. The extended shelf provides more protection for
the hand and the outside edge of the shelf is relieved to make it easier to achieve good arrow flight
off-the-shelf. The PSA has a two inch shorter handle than the PMA series and is intended for the
instinctive shooter that can utilize a shorter sight window than the PMA series. The shorter handle,
in turn, allows for a comparatively longer working limb, making it possible to use a shorter overall
bow length for greater maneuverability (see RECOMMENDED LIMB LENGTHS).
• DYNA FLEX TRAPEZOID LIMBS: 56", 58", 60" and 62". Black phenolic riser sections. Vertically
stacked, tapered laminations reinforced with a woven glass center core. Faced with
transparent fiberglass. Flemish-twist DynaFLIGHT 97 string.
• HANDLE: 16 inches. Deflex design. Reinforced with pre-stressed multiple layers of red, black and
white fiberglass. Full 4 inch sight window cut 3/16 of an inch past center. Extended radiused
shelf. Black Widow medallion inlay. Brass inserts for side-mount quivers, sight or stabilizer
available at no additional charge (please specify).
• BRACE HEIGHT: 8 1/4 to 9 inches (from string to throat of grip).
• MASS WEIGHT: 3 pounds for 58" bow.
• FINISH: Sealed and protected in nonreflective “Frost” (matte) clear marine epoxy. All inserts
and bushings are solid brass.
PSA II Graybark TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: The natural camouflage of the “Graybark” birch
laminations blends beautifully with the gray of tree bark, trunks and limbs.
Complete: $1075 Limbs Only: $645 Handle Only: $430

PSA III Autumn Oak TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: The “Autumn Oak” birch laminations have the
same hue as the leaves of a frosted oak during the fall whitetail hunting season.
Complete: $1075 Limbs Only: $645 Handle Only: $430

PSA IV Greenleaf TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: The “Greenleaf” birch laminations will blend in
with about any hunting situation. Whether out west, your favorite tree stand or chasing those
spring turkeys! (See photo on page 30.)
Complete: $1075 Limbs Only: $645 Handle Only: $430

PSA III
PSA II
Graybark

Autumn Oak

PSA X
PSA V

Curly Maple

Ironwood

PSA X
Bocote

PSA SERIES: RECOMMENDED LIMB LENGTHS
23" to 27" Draw → 56" Limbs
25" to 29" Draw → 58" Limbs
27" to 31" Draw → 60" Limbs
29" to 33" Draw → 62" Limbs
(Draw measured from string to far side of shelf)
At your draw length you may opt for the shorter limb that is a
little more maneuverable or for the longer limb that is slightly
more comfortable. The decision is yours.

PSA V Ironwood TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: The “Ironwood” bow has vertically stacked,
bamboo laminations in the limbs to further enhance the feel and performance. We stain the
bamboo laminations to compliment the rich, brown color of the exotic wood in the riser.
Complete: $1175 Limbs Only: $705 Handle Only: $470

PMA X Exotic TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: X stands for “Exotic!” We can build your X bow
with one of several exotic woods of your choice (see page 1). All of the Exotic models (with the
exception of Osage and Yew) will have vertically stacked, bamboo laminations in the limbs to
further enhance the feel and performance. This may require some planning and discussion by
phone, please call us for details.
Complete: $1300 Limbs Only: $780 Handle Only: $520

COMPLETE BOW COMES WITH:
#300. . Flemish-twist DynaFLIGHT 97 string
#306. . Bow stringer
#308. . Spider string silencers
#312. . . Bow tip protector
Total Value of $73

#322 . . Calf Hair shelf rest / strike plate
#332 . . Nocking points
#900. . Owner’s Manual Companion DVD
#901 . . Owner’s Manual

Standard Laser Bamboo Overlays: $100
Double Laser Bamboo Overlays: $150
Arrowhead Shape Overlays: $100

Snakeskin Overlays: $150
Spliced Veneers: $100
Snakeskins: $250

See bow ordering information on page 4 for draw weight suggestions,
available options, warranty and other important information.
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PCH X Black and White Ebony
12

PCH Series
The PCH was conceived in the shadows of the PMA and the PSA to meet a growing desire for
a compact, handier and more maneuverable weapon for close quarter shooting from ground
blinds, brush or tree stands. The PRECISION COMPACT HUNTER has the same deep-deflex design
as it’s cousins but with a shorter riser allowing for a generous working limb. This provides you
with a short, compact bow with less finger pinch and a smoother draw than most other bows
of the same limb length. Whether contorting to get a shot from a ground blind, twisting to take
that big buck that slipped in behind your tree stand or chasing after elk on horseback in the
high country of the Rocky Mountains, this Widow gives you the best of both worlds… SHORT
and SWEET! The PCH bows are designed to have a two inch shorter handle than the PSA series.
(see RECOMMENDED LIMB LENGTHS).
• DYNA FLEX TRAPEZOID LIMBS: 54", 56", 58" and 60". Black phenolic riser sections. Vertically
stacked, tapered laminations reinforced with a woven glass center core. Faced with transparent
fiberglass. Flemish-twist DynaFLIGHT 97 string.
• HANDLE: 14 inches. Deflex design. Reinforced with pre-stressed multiple layers of red, black and
white fiberglass. Full 3 inch sight window cut 1/8 of an inch past center. Extended radiused shelf.
Black Widow medallion inlay. Brass inserts for side-mount quivers, sight or stabilizer available
at no additional charge (please specify).
• BRACE HEIGHT: 8 to 8 3/4 inches (from string to throat of grip).
• MASS WEIGHT: slightly less than 3 pounds for 58" bow.
• FINISH: Sealed and protected in nonreflective “Frost” (matte) clear marine epoxy. All inserts and
bushings are solid brass.

PCH II Graybark TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: The natural camouflage of the “Graybark” birch
laminations blends beautifully with the gray of tree bark, trunks and limbs.
Complete: $1075 Limbs Only: $645 Handle Only: $430

PCH III Autumn Oak TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: The “Autumn Oak” birch laminations have
the same hue as the leaves of a frosted oak during the fall whitetail hunting season.
Complete: $1075 Limbs Only: $645 Handle Only: $430

PCH IV Greenleaf TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: The “Greenleaf” birch laminations will blend in
with about any hunting situation. Whether out west, your favorite tree stand or chasing those
spring turkeys! (See photo on page 30.)
Complete: $1075 Limbs Only: $645 Handle Only: $430

PCH III
PCH II
Graybark

Autumn Oak

PCH X
Bocote

PCH V
Ironwood

PCH SERIES: RECOMMENDED LIMB LENGTHS
22" to 26" Draw → 54" Limbs
24" to 28" Draw → 56" Limbs
26" to 30" Draw → 58" Limbs
28" to 32" Draw → 60" Limbs
(Draw measured from string to far side of shelf)
At your draw length you may opt for the shorter limb that is a
little more maneuverable or for the longer limb that is slightly
more comfortable. The decision is yours.
Widow Worker
Tyler Langston and
his first Oklahoma
Traditional Buck.
Thanks for the
great hunt Pete!

PCH V Ironwood TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: The “Ironwood” bow has vertically stacked,
bamboo laminations in the limbs to further enhance the feel and performance. We stain the
bamboo laminations to compliment the rich, brown color of the exotic wood in the riser.
Complete: $1175 Limbs Only: $705 Handle Only: $470

PCH X Exotic TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: X stands for “Exotic!” We can build your X bow
with one of several exotic woods of your choice (see page 1). All of the Exotic models (with the
exception of Osage and Yew) will have vertically stacked, bamboo laminations in the limbs to
further enhance the feel and performance. This may require some planning and discussion by
phone, please call us for details.
Complete: $1300 Limbs Only: $780 Handle Only: $520

COMPLETE BOW COMES WITH:
#300. . Flemish-twist DynaFLIGHT 97 string
#306. . Bow stringer
#308. . Spider string silencers
#312. . . Bow tip protector
Total Value of $73

#322 . . Calf Hair shelf rest / strike plate
#332 . . Nocking points
#900. . Owner’s Manual Companion DVD
#901 . . Owner’s Manual

Standard Laser Bamboo Overlays: $100
Double Laser Bamboo Overlays: $150
Arrowhead Shape Overlays: $100

Snakeskin Overlays: $150
Spliced Veneers: $100
Snakeskins: $250

See bow ordering information on page 4 for draw weight suggestions,
available options, warranty and other important information.
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Photo courtesy of Eric Strope
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PTF Series
The PTF is a gracefully sculpted, one-piece bow with exactly the same limb design and geometry
as the PSA and PA Models. The riser and limbs are now designed with greater accuracy, detail and
consistency than we have ever been able to achieve in the past. Like all Black Widows, the PTF has
an extended radiused shelf which makes it great for the instinctive shooter who prefers shooting
off-the-shelf. The outside edge of the shelf is relieved to make it easier to achieve good arrow
flight off-the-shelf (see RECOMMENDED LIMB LENGTHS).
• DYNA FLEX TRAPEZOID LIMBS: 56", 58", 60" and 62". Vertically stacked, tapered laminations
reinforced with a woven glass center core. Faced with transparent fiberglass. Flemish-twist
DynaFLIGHT 97 string.
• RISER: Deflex design. Reinforced with pre-stressed multiple layers of red and black fiberglass. Full
3 1/2 inch sight window cut 3/16 of an inch past center. Extended radiused shelf. Black Widow
medallion inlay. Brass inserts for side-mount quivers or sight available at no additional charge
(please specify).
• BRACE HEIGHT: 8 1/4 to 9 inches (from string to throat of grip).
• MASS WEIGHT: 2 1/4 pounds for 58" bow.
• FINISH: Sealed and protected in nonreflective “Frost” (matte) clear marine epoxy. All inserts are
solid brass.

PTF II Graybark ONE-PIECE RECURVE: The natural camouflage of the “Graybark” birch
laminations blends beautifully with the gray of tree bark, trunks and limbs.
$1075

PTF III Autumn Oak ONE-PIECE RECURVE: The “Autumn Oak” birch laminations have the
same hue as the leaves of a frosted oak during the fall whitetail hunting season.
$1075

PTF IV Greenleaf ONE-PIECE RECURVE: The “Greenleaf” birch laminations will blend in with
about any hunting situation. Whether out west, your favorite tree stand or chasing those spring
turkeys! (See photo on page 30.)
$1075

PTF III
PTF II
Graybark

Autumn Oak

PTF X

PTF V

Birdseye Maple

PTF V Ironwood ONE-PIECE RECURVE: The “Ironwood” bow has vertically stacked, bamboo
laminations in the limbs to further enhance the feel and performance. We stain the bamboo
laminations to compliment the rich, brown color of the exotic wood in the riser.
$1175

Ironwood

PTF SERIES: RECOMMENDED LIMB LENGTHS
23" to 27" Draw → 56" Limbs
24" to 29" Draw → 58" Limbs
27" to 31" Draw → 60" Limbs
29" to 33" Draw → 62" Limbs
(Draw measured from string to far side of shelf)
At your draw length you may opt for the shorter limb that is a
little more maneuverable or for the longer limb that is slightly
more comfortable. The decision is yours.

PTF X Exotic ONE-PIECE RECURVE: X stands for “Exotic!” We can build your X bow with one
of several exotic woods of your choice (see page 1). All of the Exotic models (with the exception of
Osage and Yew) will have vertically stacked, bamboo laminations in the limbs to further enhance
the feel and performance. This may require some planning and discussion by phone, please call us
for details.
$1300

COMPLETE BOW COMES WITH:
#300. . Flemish-twist DynaFLIGHT 97 string
#306. . Bow stringer
#308. . Spider string silencers
#312. . . Bow tip protector
Total Value of $73

#322 . . Calf Hair shelf rest / strike plate
#332 . . Nocking points
#900. . Owner’s Manual Companion DVD
#901 . . Owner’s Manual

Standard Laser Bamboo Overlays: $100
Double Laser Bamboo Overlays: $150
Arrowhead Shape Overlays: $100

Snakeskin Overlays: $150
Spliced Veneers: $100
Snakeskins: $250

See bow ordering information on page 4 for draw weight suggestions,
available options, warranty and other important information.
999 Black Widow GIFT CERTIFICATE:
Eliminate the guess work and let them get exactly what they want.
$25 Minimum please
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PA XS Spliced Chechen and Curly Maple

16

PA Series
We have taken the design of our 50th Anniversary PGA bow and built the PA one-piece recurve.
It has the same limb design and geometry of the PSA and PTF models. The riser has slightly more
mass weight than the PTF and looks more like a one-piece PSA. Like the PSA and PTF, it has
extended radiused shelf which makes it great for the instinctive shooter who prefers shooting offthe-shelf. The outside edge of the shelf is relieved to achieve good arrow flight off-the-shelf (see
RECOMMENDED LIMB LENGTHS).
• DYNA FLEX TRAPEZOID LIMBS: 56", 58", 60" and 62". Vertically stacked, tapered laminations
reinforced with a woven glass center core. Faced with transparent fiberglass. Flemish-twist
DynaFLIGHT 97 string.
• RISER: Deflex design. Reinforced with pre-stressed multiple layers of red and black fiberglass. Full
3 1/2 inch sight window cut 3/16 of an inch past center. Extended radiused shelf. Black Widow
medallion inlay. Brass inserts for side-mount quivers, sights or stabilizer available at no
additional charge (please specify).
• BRACE HEIGHT: 8 1/4 to 9 inches (from string to throat of grip).
• MASS WEIGHT: 2 3/4 pounds for 58" bow.
• FINISH: Sealed and protected in nonreflective “Frost” (matte) clear marine epoxy.
All inserts are solid brass.

PA II Graybark ONE-PIECE RECURVE: The natural camouflage of the “Graybark” birch
laminations blends beautifully with the gray of tree bark, trunks and limbs.
$1075

PA III Autumn Oak ONE-PIECE RECURVE: The “Autumn Oak” birch laminations have the
same hue as the leaves of a frosted oak during the fall whitetail hunting season.
$1075

PA IV Greenleaf ONE-PIECE RECURVE: The “Greenleaf” birch laminations will blend in with
about any hunting situation. Whether out west, your favorite tree stand or chasing those spring
turkeys! (See photo on page 30.)
$1075

PA III

PA II
Graybark

Autumn Oak

PA X

PA V

Zebrawood

PA V Ironwood ONE-PIECE RECURVE: The “Ironwood” bow has vertically stacked, bamboo
laminations in the limbs to further enhance the feel and performance. We stain the bamboo
laminations to compliment the rich, brown color of the exotic wood in the riser.
$1175

Ironwood

PA SERIES: RECOMMENDED LIMB LENGTHS
23" to 27" Draw → 56" Limbs
25" to 29" Draw → 58" Limbs
27" to 31" Draw → 60" Limbs
29" to 33" Draw → 62" Limbs
(Draw measured from string to far side of shelf)
At your draw length you may opt for the shorter limb that is a
little more maneuverable or for the longer limb that is slightly
more comfortable. The decision is yours.

PA X Exotic ONE-PIECE RECURVE: X stands for “Exotic!” We can build your X bow with one of
several exotic woods of your choice (see page 1). All of the Exotic models (with the exception of
Osage and Yew) will have vertically stacked, bamboo laminations in the limbs to further enhance
the feel and performance. This may require some planning and discussion by phone, please call us
for details.
$1300

COMPLETE BOW COMES WITH:
#300. . Flemish-twist DynaFLIGHT 97 string
#306. . Bow stringer
#308. . Spider string silencers
#312. . . Bow tip protector
Total Value of $73

#322 . . Calf Hair shelf rest / strike plate
#332 . . Nocking points
#900. . Owner’s Manual Companion DVD
#901 . . Owner’s Manual

Standard Laser Bamboo Overlays: $100
Double Laser Bamboo Overlays: $150
Arrowhead Shape Overlays: $100

Snakeskin Overlays: $150
Spliced Veneers: $100
Snakeskins: $250

See bow ordering information on page 4 for draw weight suggestions,
available options, warranty and other important information.
Black Widow inlay.
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Ken Beck and his North Missouri Buck
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KB Series
Your adventure begins here! The KB recurve model is simply a one-piece version of the PCH
take-down with the graceful curves of a lovely lady. The KB designation was given in honor of
the previous owner of Black Widow Custom Bows, Ken Beck. Ken has come to prefer the
“SHORT and SWEET” hunting advantages of these compact bows. It has an extended radiused shelf
which makes it great for the instinctive shooter who prefers shooting off-the-shelf. The outside
edge of the shelf is relieved to achieve good arrow flight (see RECOMMENDED LIMB LENGTHS).
• DYNA FLEX TRAPEZOID LIMBS: 54", 56", 58" and 60". Vertically stacked, tapered laminations
reinforced with a woven glass center core. Faced with transparent fiberglass. Flemish-twist
DynaFLIGHT 97 string.
• RISER: Deflex design. Reinforced with pre-stressed multiple layers of red and black fiberglass. Full
2 1/2 inch sight window cut 1/8 of an inch past center. Extended radiused shelf. Black Widow
medallion inlay. Brass inserts for side-mount quivers, sights or stabilizer available at no
additional charge (please specify).
• BRACE HEIGHT: 8 to 8 3/4 inches (from string to throat of grip).
• MASS WEIGHT: 2 1/2 pounds for 58" bow.
• FINISH: Sealed and protected in nonreflective “Frost” (matte) clear marine epoxy.
All inserts are solid brass.

KB II Graybark ONE-PIECE RECURVE: The natural camouflage of the “Graybark” birch
laminations blends beautifully with the gray of tree bark, trunks and limbs.
$1075

KB III Autumn Oak ONE-PIECE RECURVE: The “Autumn Oak” birch laminations have the
same hue as the leaves of a frosted oak during the fall whitetail hunting season.
$1075

KB IV Greenleaf ONE-PIECE RECURVE: The “Greenleaf” birch laminations will blend in with
about any hunting situation. Whether out west, your favorite tree stand or chasing those spring
turkeys! (See photo on page 30.)
$1075

KB III
KB II
Graybark

Autumn Oak

KB X

KB V

Tiger Myrtle

Ironwood

KB SERIES: RECOMMENDED LIMB LENGTHS
23" to 27" Draw → 54" Limbs
25" to 29" Draw → 56" Limbs
27" to 31" Draw → 58" Limbs
29" to 33" Draw → 60" Limbs
(Draw measured from string to far side of shelf)
At your draw length you may opt for the shorter limb that is a
little more maneuverable or for the longer limb that is slightly
more comfortable. The decision is yours.

Duane Carroll and
his Montana Elk

KB V Ironwood ONE-PIECE RECURVE: The “Ironwood” bow has vertically stacked, bamboo
laminations in the limbs to further enhance the feel and performance. We stain the bamboo
laminations to compliment the rich, brown color of the exotic wood in the riser.
$1175

KB X Exotic ONE-PIECE RECURVE: X stands for “Exotic!” We can build your X bow with one
of several exotic woods of your choice (see page 1). All of the Exotic models (with the exception of
Osage and Yew) will have vertically stacked, bamboo laminations in the limbs to further enhance
the feel and performance. This may require some planning and discussion by phone, please call us
for details.
$1300

COMPLETE BOW COMES WITH:
#300. . Flemish-twist DynaFLIGHT 97 string
#306. . Bow stringer
#308. . Spider string silencers
#312. . . Bow tip protector
Total Value of $73

#322 . . Calf Hair shelf rest / strike plate
#332 . . Nocking points
#900. . Owner’s Manual Companion DVD
#901 . . Owner’s Manual

Standard Laser Bamboo Overlays: $100
Double Laser Bamboo Overlays: $150
Arrowhead Shape Overlays: $100

Snakeskin Overlays: $150
Spliced Veneers: $100
Snakeskins: $250

See bow ordering information on page 4 for draw weight suggestions,
available options, warranty and other important information.
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Denny Sturgis and his Michigan Buck
20

PSR Series

Widow Worker Myles Essick with his PSR X and Pheasant

BACK TO THE FIFTIES! The Black Widow “SHORT” recurve (PSR) was designed for the hunter
who loves the simple, nostalgic look of the 1950s and longs for a short, more maneuverable bow
but without the stack and finger pinch that normally occurs with shorter bows. As was often the
case in those days, this recurve has a longbow grip and riser. It has exactly the same grip and riser
as our PL longbow, which makes it unbelievably easy to switch back and forth between these
two bows. What about performance? The PSR series matches the performance of all our other
models. Need we say more? Available in one-piece or take-down version (see photo below). See
RECOMMENDED LIMB LENGTHS below.
• DYNA FLEX TRAPEZOID LIMBS: 56", 58" and 60". Vertically stacked, tapered laminations
reinforced with a woven glass center core. Faced and backed with transparent fiberglass.
Flemish-twist DynaFLIGHT 97 string.
• RISER: Deflex design. Reinforced with pre-stressed, multiple layers of fiberglass on the back
side of trim stripe that extend into the fadeouts. Tapered 2 3/4 inch sight window cut to center.
Radiused shelf. Black Widow medallion inlay. Shur-Grip rubber handle wrap that can easily
be rolled off or on, as preferred.
• BRACE HEIGHT: 7 to 7 3/4 inches (from string to throat of grip).
• MASS WEIGHT: 1 3/4 pounds for 56" bow.
• FINISH: Sealed and protected in nonreflective “Frost” (matte) clear marine epoxy.
All inserts are solid brass.

PSR II Graybark ONE-PIECE or TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: The natural camouflage of the
“Graybark” birch laminations blends beautifully with the gray of tree bark, trunks and limbs.
One-Piece $1025

Take-Down $1125

PSR III Autumn Oak ONE-PIECE or TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: The “Autumn Oak” birch
laminations have the same hue as the leaves of a frosted oak during the fall whitetail hunting
season.
One-Piece $1025

Take-Down $1125

PSR IV Greenleaf ONE-PIECE or TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: The “Greenleaf” birch laminations
will blend in with about any hunting situation. Whether out west, your favorite tree stand or
chasing those spring turkeys! (See photo on page 30.)
One-Piece $1025

Take-Down $1125

PSR V Ironwood ONE-PIECE or TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: The “Ironwood” bow has vertically
stacked, bamboo laminations in the limbs to further enhance the feel and performance. We stain
the bamboo laminations to compliment the rich, brown color of the exotic wood in the riser.
One-Piece $1125

PSR SERIES: RECOMMENDED LIMB LENGTHS
24" to 28" Draw → 56" Limbs
26" to 30" Draw → 58" Limbs
28" to 32" Draw → 60" Limbs
(Draw measured from string to far side of shelf)
At your draw length you may opt for the shorter limb that is a
little more maneuverable or for the longer limb that is slightly
more comfortable. The decision is yours.

Take-Down $1225

PSR X Exotic ONE-PIECE or TAKE-DOWN RECURVE: X stands for “Exotic!” We can build your
X bow with one of several exotic woods of your choice (see page 1). All of the Exotic models (with
the exception of Osage and Yew) will have vertically stacked, bamboo laminations in the limbs
to further enhance the feel and performance. This may require some planning and discussion by
phone, please call us for details.
One-Piece $1225

Take-Down $1325

COMPLETE BOW COMES WITH:
#300. . Flemish-twist DynaFLIGHT 97 string
#306. . Bow stringer
#308. . Spider string silencers
#312. . . Bow tip protector
#322 . . Calf Hair shelf rest / strike plate

#332 . . Nocking points
#360. . Shur-Grip (beaver tail, add $55)
#900. . Owner’s Manual Companion DVD
#901 . . Owner’s Manual

Total Value of $80

Two-piece “Locket-Socket”
take-down version with
optional tailored genuine
beaver tail handle wrap.

Standard Laser Bamboo Overlays: $100
Double Laser Bamboo Overlays: $150
Arrowhead Shape Overlays: $100

Snakeskin Overlays: $150
Spliced Veneers: $100
Snakeskins: $250

See bow ordering information on page 4 for draw weight suggestions,
available options, warranty and other important information.
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“I took this nice tom with a PL Takedown bow, 62", 46# @ 28". The 400 Black Eagle
Arrow, tipped with a sharp Zwickey, proved lethal. Thanks to Dillon and Samantha at
Ridge Runners Outfitting in Burns, Colorado for a great hunt! If you are looking for
a lion hunt, this is the place! Give them a call or look them up at (970) 653-7239 or
info@ridgerunnersoutfitting.com or http://www.ridgerunnersoutfitting.com ”
Toby Essick
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PL Series
You just may fall in love with this long, lean and lovely lady with just enough curves to turn
on any red-blooded bowhunter. Even though she appears very slim and delicate, she packs a
powerful punch. In fact, she zings a heavy arrow as fast as our recurves. The locator grip provides
positive and consistent hand placement, yet has a traditional appearance. Most Black Widow
recurve shooters can pick up this longbow, grip it by the throat just like they do their recurve and
immediately hit where they look without having to make adjustments. In fact, the PSR recurve has
exactly the same grip and riser as this longbow. This makes it unbelievably easy to switch back and
forth between these two bows. You have to shoot this bow to believe it! (See our TEST DRIVE
program on page two.) Available in a one-piece or take-down version. See RECOMMENDED LIMB
LENGTHS.
• DYNA FLEX TRAPEZOID LIMBS: 60", 62", 64" and 66". Reflex design. Vertically stacked, tapered
laminations reinforced with a woven glass center core. Faced and backed with transparent
Fiberglass with a veneer lamination and carbon under the back glass. Flemish-twist DynaFLIGHT
97 string.
• RISER: Deflex design. Reinforced with pre-stressed, multiple layers of fiberglass on the back
side of trim stripe that extend into the fadeouts. Tapered 2 3/4 inch sight window cut to center.
Radiused shelf. Black Widow medallion inlay. Shur-Grip rubber handle wrap that can easily
be rolled off or on, as preferred.
• BRACE HEIGHT: 7 to 7 3/4 inches (from string to throat of grip).
• MASS WEIGHT: 1 3/4 pounds for 64" bow.
• FINISH: Sealed and protected in nonreflective “Frost” (matte) clear marine epoxy.
All inserts are solid brass.

PL II Graybark ONE-PIECE or TAKE-DOWN LONGBOW: The natural camouflage of the
“Graybark” birch laminations blends beautifully with the gray of tree bark, trunks and limbs.
One-Piece $1025

Take-Down $1125

PL III Autumn Oak ONE-PIECE or TAKE-DOWN LONGBOW: The “Autumn Oak” birch
laminations have the same hue as the leaves of a frosted oak during the fall whitetail hunting season.
One-Piece $1025

Take-Down $1125

PL IV Greenleaf ONE-PIECE or TAKE-DOWN LONGBOW: The “Greenleaf” birch laminations
will blend in with about any hunting situation. Whether out west, your favorite tree stand or
chasing those spring turkeys! (See photo on page 30.)

PL III

PL II
Graybark

Autumn Oak

PL X
PL V

Camo

Ironwood

PL SERIES: RECOMMENDED LIMB LENGTHS
23" to 27" Draw → 60" Limbs
25" to 29" Draw → 62" Limbs
27" to 31" Draw → 64" Limbs
29" to 33" Draw → 66" Limbs
(Draw measured from string to far side of shelf)
At your draw length you may opt for the shorter limb that is a
little more maneuverable or for the longer limb that is slightly
more comfortable. The decision is yours.

One-Piece $1025

Take-Down $1125

PL V Ironwood ONE-PIECE or TAKE-DOWN LONGBOW: The “Ironwood” bow has vertically
stacked, bamboo laminations in the limbs to further enhance the feel and performance. We stain
the bamboo laminations to compliment the rich, brown color of the exotic wood in the riser.
One-Piece $1125

Take-Down $1225

PL X Exotic ONE-PIECE or TAKE-DOWN LONGBOW: X stands for “Exotic!” We can build your
X bow with one of several exotic woods of your choice (see page 1). All of the Exotic models (with
the exception of Osage and Yew) will have vertically stacked, bamboo laminations in the limbs
to further enhance the feel and performance. This may require some planning and discussion by
phone, please call us for details.
One-Piece $1225

Take-Down $1325

COMPLETE BOW COMES WITH:
#300. . Flemish-twist DynaFLIGHT 97 string
#306. . Bow stringer
#308. . Spider string silencers
#312. . . Bow tip protector
#322 . . Calf Hair shelf rest / strike plate
#332 . . Nocking points
Total Value of $161

#360. . Shur-Grip (beaver tail add $55)
#410 . . Camo Sleeve (with one-piece)
#411. . . Camo Sleeve (with take-down)
#419 . . Hard Case (with one-piece only)
#900. . Owner’s Manual Companion DVD
#901 . . Owner’s Manual

Standard Laser Bamboo Overlays: $100 Snakeskin Overlays: $150
Spliced Veneers: $100
Double Laser Bamboo Overlays: $150
Snakeskins: $250
Arrowhead Shape Overlays: $100
Two-piece “Locket-Socket”
take-down version with optional tailored
genuine beaver tail handle wrap.
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Back, Side & Hip Quivers

120 SIDEWINDER HIP QUIVER $72 Each
Brown oil tanned leather with contrasting stitching.
Securely holds six arrows. Double snap belt loop, elastic
leg cord and cord lock provide quick attachment and
release. Top and bottom hanger loops or leg cord enable
you to conveniently hang quiver while on tree stand.
Embossed Black Widow logo. Angle reverses for right or
left hand.

121 ULTIMATE ROVER SIDE QUIVER $94 Each
Features the simplicity of a pocket quiver. With the added
ability of the MAGNETIC holder, this quiver lets you safely
and securely carry three Judo points. With multi-carry
capability, this is the perfect grab-n-go quiver for a
quick outing of roving, stumps, and other targets of
opportunity. Simply slide it on your belt (belt not
included) and your ready to go shoot. Angle reverses
for right or left hand. Available in Black or Brown leather
with red stitching.

100 SAFARI SHOULDER QUIVER (Leather or Camo) $121 Each
TWO-TONE LEATHER $136 Each
Brown oil tanned leather with contrasting stitching. Comfortable double straps snap to
the breast plate that is embossed with the Black Widow logo. 22" long with 6" opening.
Large, zippered pouch for accessories. Ethafoam bottom provides secure broadhead
placement so they won’t dull themselves by rubbing against each other. You can place one
or two of your choice arrows in the special separated “ready tube.” This tube allows you
to quietly pull out and replace your choice arrow without damaging the other arrows or
dulling the broadheads. Available in brown oil tanned leather, two tone leather or camo.
Please specify COLOR and RIGHT or LEFT hand.
110 SLIM-LINE SHOULDER QUIVER $98 Each
TWO-TONE $113 Each
Brown oil tanned leather with contrasting
stitching. Light weight, single strap design. 18 1/2"
long with 3 3/4" opening. By pressing the points
of your broadheads into the ethafoam bottom
you can secure their position to keep them
from rubbing together and dulling themselves.
Adjustable shoulder strap. Embossed Black
Widow logo. Available in brown oil tanned
leather or two tone leather. Please specify
COLOR and RIGHT or LEFT hand.

125 SELWAY HIP QUIVER $169 Each
Traditional design with hand-stitched rawhide cup and leg
plate. Double snap belt loop. Angle reverses for right or left
hand. Available in four or five arrow capacity. Please specify
ARROW CAPACITY.

126 THUNDERHORN BANDOLERO HIP QUIVER $145 Each
Contrasting hand-stitched hood and body. Double snap belt loop
for quick attachment and release. Elastic leg cord also works
great to hang quiver while on tree stand. Black Widow logo.
Angle reverses for right or left hand. Easily adjusts for up to six
arrows.

129 GREAT NORTHERN Black Widow
SIDE QUIVER $105 Each
Adjustable shoulder strap. Holds five arrows. Choice of
black or tan hand stitched leather cup. Black Widow
logo. Also available with Gold Tip rubber arrow gripper.
Please specify COLOR and Gold Tip (if desired).

130 FIELD HIP QUIVER $69 Each
TWO-TONE $78 Each
Brown oil tanned leather with contrasting stitching.
Designed for target or practice range. Roomy accessory
pouch. Embo ssed Black Widow name. Available

in brown oil tanned leather or two tone leather.
Please specify COLOR and RIGHT or LEFT hand.

111 ARROWMASTER QUIVER $145 Each
By Rod Jenkins. This Quiver provides all the features you require in quality gear: quietness,
water repellency, and durability. A total quiver weight of one pound five ounces makes the
ARROWMASTER a joy to carry! The broadhead proof end cap, featuring a full 1.5 inches of
foam, provides absolute broadhead safety and retention. Please specify RIGHT or LEFT hand.
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150 BELT POUCH $29 Each
Brown oil tanned leather with contrasting stitching. 1 1/2" x 5 1/2"
x 7" leather pouch is ideal for carrying your tools of your trade,
including binoculars, tree steps, extra bowstring, etc. Embossed
Black Widow name.

Arm Guards, Gloves & Tabs

200 TRADITIONAL
ARM GUARD $19 Each
Brown oil tanned leather with
contrasting stitching. 7 5/8” long
with three hooks and three elastic
cords for quick arm placement.
Embossed Black Widow logo.

201 PDQ ARM GUARD $17 Each
Brown oil tanned leather with contrasting
stitching. 6 7/8” long with double hook and
single elastic cord and cord lock for the
ultimate in quick and easy adjustment
and arm placement. Embossed with
Black Widow logo.

202 THUNDERHORN
Black Widow LEATHER
ARM GUARD $39 Each
Contrasting overlay pieces act
as edge reinforcements for the
stretch loops and fasteners.
The “two stretch loop” method
of attaching the guard to
your arm makes this secure and
amazingly easy to put on. Black
Widow laser engraved logo.

212 STICK-TITE GLOVE $21 Each
Brown oil tanned leather with contrasting stitching. This European
design eliminates the problem of the finger stalls slipping loose
after each shot. The narrow, between-the-fingers
double straps maintain tension before, during
and after the shot to insure that the stalls “Stick
Tight” to the fingers (like stick-tight weed seeds
stick to wool pants). Velcro fastened wrist strap
for quick and easy adjustment. Embossed
Black Widow logo. Available in sizes
small, medium, large or X-large. Please
specify SIZE.

213 STICK-TITE SUPER GLOVE $24 Each
Brown oil tanned leather with contrasting
stitching. Same as above with finger overlays to
add protection for sensitive fingers and help you
release the string cleanly. Available in sizes
small, medium, large or X-large. Please
specify SIZE.

231 SAFARI TUFF TAB, SPLIT FINGER $40 Each
Finest USA heavyweight cowhide tab plate designed to take
advantage of the string indexing qualities of target tabs , but
shaped to eliminate face interference, for the higher anchors
typically used by barebow archers. Top quality Shell Cordovan
leather face . . simply the best! Tight grained calf backing to
maintain shape and enhance durability. Enlarged groove for nock
clearance. Finger spacer and removable cord-lock attachment
included. Please specify RIGHT or LEFT hand and SIZE Small,
Medium, Large, or X-Large.
Made in the USA.

232 TUFF TAB, 3 FINGER UNDER $36 Each
Finest USA heavyweight cowhide tab plate designed to take
advantage of the string indexing qualities of target tabs , but
shaped to eliminate face interference, for the higher anchors
typically used by barebow archers.
Top quality Shell Cordovan leather face . . . simply the best! Tight
grained calf backing to maintain shape and enhance durability.
Absolute consistent stitch spacing and location...string walkers can
be assured stitching will result in repeatable crawls every tab.
Please specify RIGHT or LEFT hand and SIZE Small, Medium, Large,
or X-Large. Made in the USA.

250
207 Black Widow
EZ ARM GUARD $24 Each
Two Tone contrasting
leather with three
hooks and elastic
straps. Black Widow
laser logo.

210 PDQ GLOVE $12 Each
Brown oil tanned leather with contrasting
stitching. Double-seam, closed-tip fingers. Elastic
back, velcro-fastened wrist strap for quick and
easy adjustment. Embossed with Black
Widow name. Available in sizes small,
medium, large or X-large. Please specify
SIZE.

211 PDQ SUPER GLOVE $16 Each
Brown oil tanned leather with contrasting
stitching. Same as above but with finger overlays
to add protection to sensitive fingers and
help you release the string cleanly.
Available in sizes small, medium, large
or X-large. Please specify SIZE.

223 DAMASCUS GLOVE $17 Each
If you like to “feel” the string you will love this
soft and pliable glove. Reinforced tips, velcrofastened elastic wristband. Available in sizes
small, medium, large and X-large. Please
specify SIZE.

224 DEERSKIN GLOVE $24 Each
Similar to #223 but made of heavier soft deerskin
leather for more protection. Available in sizes
medium and large only. Please specify SIZE.

230 PALM TAB $14 Each
Simple is sometimes better, especially when
hunting. This grey and black leather tab can hang
from your wrist by the elastic cord and then
quickly and securely be palmed when you are
ready to draw. Can be used with or without
“can’t pinch” spacer. Available in sizes
small, medium or large. Please specify SIZE
and RIGHT or LEFT hand.

252

251

253

256

258

250 Split Finger Superleather Tab $14 Each
251 Split Finger Calf Hair Tab $15 Each
252 Three Finger Under Superleather Tab $14 Each
253 Three Finger Under Calf Hair Tab $15 Each
256 Split Finger Cordovan Tab $26 Each
258 Three Finger Under Cordovan Tab $26 Each
Black Widow tabs have been used around the world for over
half a century and we continue to improve them. We offer them
in conventional split-finger design with "fenders" between the
fingers and the nock to prevent sores and calluses. You have a
choice of #250 Superleather (best in wet weather), #251 Calf Hair
(very slick but not as durable), and the deluxe #256 Cordovan (slick
and durable; the best of both worlds). If you shoot three-fingersunder, we suggest the #252 Superleather, #253 Calf Hair or the #258
Cordovan tab which have a single "fender" between the top finger
and the nock. Available in sizes X-Small (Split Finger Only), Small,
Medium, Large or X-Large. Please specify SIZE and RIGHT or LEFT
hand.
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Bow Accessories
314 LONGBOW & RECURVE
STRING KEEPER $5 Each
Keeps string in place while bow is unstrung.
306 BOW STRINGER $15 Each
The safest way to string a recurve bow or longbow (for both
the bow and the bowhunter). Designed for all recurves and
longbows to minimized the risk of accidental damage during
the stringing and unstringing process.
300 Black Widow FLEMISH-TWIST DynaFLIGHT 97
RECURVE OR LONGBOW STRING $21 Each
You can’t get a better string for your Black Widow. Made
with small end-loops especially for Black Widow recurve and
longbows (not suitable for recurve bows with wide limbs). Black
and red barber pole with black and white BCY #62 center serving.
Spider string silencers included. You should replace these strings
after 10,000 shots or one year, whichever comes first. AMO: 54",
56", 58", 60", 62", 64", 66" and 68" (66" and 68" longbow only).
Please specify RECURVE or LONGBOW and AMO limb LENGTH.

308 SPIDER
STRING SILENCERS $5 Set
The obvious choice for any Black
Widow bow. You will love how
easy they are to install. Because of
their light weight, we furnish four
to a set.

309 WOOLY WHISPERS
STRING SILENCERS $5 Pair
Real wool enriched with lanolin to repel
moisture. These do a great job of silencing
with the least amount of performance loss.

315 BRUSH BUTTONS $2 Pair
Helps prevent snagging on brush and dampens string
slap on recurve bow limbs.

316 BOW STRING WAX $4 Each
Adds life to bow strings. Also useful to keep
screw-in field points from coming loose and
lubricating your PL and PSR take-downs.

317 NYLON STRING SERVING $5 Each
100 yard spool of #4 black, twisted nylon.
310 SPIDER LEG RUBBER
STRING SILENCERS $3 Pair
Excellent and economical silencing.
302 Black Widow DACRON RECURVE
BOW STRING $18 Each
Made with small end-loops especially for Black Widow recurve
bows (not suitable for recurve bows with wide limbs). Available in
black and brown barber pole flemish-twist with black and white
BCY #62 center serving. Spider string silencers included. AMO: 54",
56", 58", 60", 62" and 64". Please specify AMO limb LENGTH and
draw WEIGHT. Flemish-Twist.

311 LIMB SAVERS $15 Pair
Now available in small size for recurves
and longbows. Reduces limb vibration
and noise with minimum loss of
performance.

312 BOW TIP PROTECTOR $5 Each
Protects the lower limb tip from damage.
Please specify RECURVE or LONGBOW.

318 STRING SERVER $19 Each
Re-serve your own strings with this quality
server. (String not included, color may vary.)

319 BCY #62 STRING SERVING $16 Each
100 yard spool, black and white braided. This is the
same serving that we use on our #300. Flemish-twist
DynaFLIGHT 97 bow strings for long life and extra
tight grip.

320 RECURVE SHELF REST
AND STRIKE PLATE $4 Package
Soft, quiet and impervious to moisture. Feather
fletching necessary. Two sets per package.

305 CRICK-IT DRAW CHECK $18 Each
This device can help you overcome “snap
shooting” and more consistently achieve full
draw.
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313 STIKTAMERS $16 Pair
Stiktamers deaden string slap and limb vibration at the shot.
Also eliminating hand shock. More than just a string stop, they
create a cradle for your hook when using a bow hanger. This
protects the limb finish and abrasion to the string making
it easy to remove your bow when it's time to take a shot.
Stiktamers are also a brush protector, keeping sticks and brush
from catching in the string crease. They are weather resistant
and last shot after shot.

321 SPIDER WEB SHELF REST/STRIKE PLATE $6 Each
The perfect arrow “nest” for your
Widow! This long lasting, black
leather, one-piece shelf rest
and strike plate is available in
a large size for the PMA, PSA,
PCH, KB, PA and PTF series
and in a small size for the
PSR series and PL series. Please
specify RIGHT or LEFT hand and
LARGE or SMALL.

353

322

353 Black Widow ANTLER BURR
LIMB BOLTS $86 Pair
These genuine antler burrs with the engraved
spider web will add a touch of class to your
PMA, PSA or PCH take-down. Please specify
size LONG if to be used with #445 Selway or
#474 Thunderhorn Black Widow quivers.
(Cannot use with #462 Great Northern.)

340
360 SHUR-GRIP $7 Each
Rubber material provides excellent
feel and traction even when wet,
plus dampens the transfer of
bow vibration. Can be rolled onto
the bow and positioned without
gluing. Just as easily, it can be
removed without damage to the
bow by rolling it off. This is the
same Shur-grip that is furnished
on our longbows. It can be
installed on any longbow and most
recurves.

353

322 CALF HAIR SHELF REST / STRIKE PLATE $8 Each
This quiet, long lasting onepiece shelf rest and strike
plate is the same one
furnished with all new
Black Widow bows.
Available in large and small
size (small size furnished
on all models). Please specify
RIGHT or LEFT hand and LARGE
or SMALL.

332 NOCKING POINTS $2 for ½ Dozen
Bronze with rubber lining for positive grip.
6 per package.

361 POSI-GRIP $14 Each
Textured rubber sleeve, bow grip.
Covered in small dimples that creates
hand traction for your bow. Made
in USA. Color BLACK (not shown) or
BROWN. Please specify color.

340 ARROW KWIK-LOCK $8 Each
Holds nocked arrow in place on arrow rest.
Releases as arrow is drawn. Self-adhesive.

ACCESSORY WARRANTY
323 BRUSH REST $4 Each
Bristles support the shaft slightly above the shelf.
If you like to shoot off-the-shelf but have trouble
with arrow flight this may solve your problem.

330 BOW SQUARE $10 Each
Swing-away gate allows easy access to nocking point. 5/16"
diameter rod lays on rest in similar position as the arrow. Ideal for
setting up to shoot off-the-shelf. Recommended for all shooters.

350 STEEL LIMB BOLTS AND HEX KEY $3 Pair
Same as furnished with PMA, PSA and PCH series
take-down models. It‘s wise to have a spare
set. Please specify size LONG if to be used
with #445 Selway, #462 Great Northern or
#474 Thunderhorn Black Widow quivers.

351 BRASS THUMB LIMB BOLTS $9 Pair
For the PMA, PSA and PCH series take-down models.
Eliminates the need for a special tool. Please
specify size LONG if to be used with #445 Selway,
#462 Great Northern or #474 Thunderhorn Black
Widow quivers.

All accessories offered in this catalog have
a one year limited warranty, either by
their manufacturer or by Black Widow
Custom Bows, for inferior materials
or workmanship. At the discretion of
Black Widow Custom Bows, or the
manufacturer, the item will either be repaired
or replaced without cost (other than shipping)
to the customer. The above provisions will
apply, unless the item shows evidence of
misuse, abuse or alteration.
Visit the Widow Wall on our website.
BlackWidowBows.com

331 NOCKING PLIERS $11 Each
Smooth precision fit. Easy removal of
nock. Spring-loaded handle.

352 BRASS LIMB BOLTS AND HEX KEY $9 Pair
If you hunt in very wet weather you might prefer
these over the #350. They look classy too. Please
specify size LONG if to be used with #445 Selway,
#462 Great Northern or #474 Thunderhorn Black
Widow quivers.

Find us on Facebook.

/BlackWidowBows
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Travel Cases & Sleeves

401 TAKE-DOWN RECURVE BOW SOFT CASE $41 Each
Padded camouflage case with individual limb sleeves provides
maximum protection for your PMA, PSA, PCH or PSR take-down. The
case zips shut and has an exterior accessory pocket with velcro flap.
Embossed with Black Widow logo. Camo may vary.

400 ONE-PIECE RECURVE BOW SOFT CASE $106 Each
Ideal to protect your one-piece recurve (or assembled take-down model) from your buddy’s compound, or while hauling it in the
back of a pick-up. The case will accept any recurve up to 64" AMO with quiver attached and filled with arrows in either the strung
or unstrung position. Features fiberglass staves (removable when not in use) that protect the fletching of arrows in your bow quiver.
Padded camouflage case with full-length zipper and exterior accessory pocket with velcro flap. Embossed with Black Widow logo.
Camo may vary.

402 EXTRA LIMB SLEEVES $10 Pair
This pair of individual limb sleeves lets you pack an extra set of limbs in the #401 take-down bow case.
These also work well with case #415 or #423.
403 ONE-PIECE RECURVE BOW SOFT CASE $45 Each
Beautiful padded fabric case is available in two lengths. The short version
accepts unstrung bows up to 58" AMO and the long version up to 64" AMO.
Easy access with full length zipper. Exterior accessory pocket with velcro
flap. Embroidered with Black Widow logo. This is ideal for the hunter
who prefers not to use a bow quiver or uses the #442 QDQ Quick-Draw
Quiver. Please specify AMO bow LENGTH.

405 ONE-PIECE RECURVE BOW AND ARROW SOFT CASE $75 Each
With Saf-Pak $102 Each
This versatile case accepts one-piece recurves (or assembled take-down
models) with quiver attached (but without arrows) in either the strung
or unstrung position. You may order it with or without the #430
Arrow Saf-Pac that fits snugly into the zippered pocket. Choice of
gray or camo colors. Full length zipper for easy access. Embroidered
with Black Widow logo. Available in two lengths. The short version
accepts bows up to 58" AMO and the long version up to 64" AMO.
Please specify WITH or WITHOUT Saf-Pac, AMO bow LENGTH and
fabric COLOR. Camo may vary.

406 LONGBOW SOFT CASE $47 Each
Padded fabric case accepts longbows up to 68" AMO with quiver
attached (but without arrows) in either the strung or unstrung
position. Full length zipper, exterior accessory pocket with
velcro flap. Embroidered with Black Widow logo.

407 SAFARI TUFF TAKEDOWN RECURVE SOFT CASE $59 Each
Soft and ultra-silent fabric, resists burrs. Water resistant. Padded fleece interior. Exterior
pocket. Limb sleeve set included. Black Widow logo.

409 LIMB SLEEVE SET $15 Each
For the Safari Tuff Recurve or Longbow Takedown
soft cases. Please specify RECURVE or LONGBOW.
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408 SAFARI TUFF TAKEDOWN LONGBOW SOFT CASE $59 Each
Soft and ultra-silent fabric, resists burrs. Water resistant. Padded fleece interior with interior
pocket. Limb sleeve set included. Black Widow logo.

410 CAMO LONGBOW SLEEVE CASE $32 Each
Soft and ultra-silent fabric, resists burrs. Water resistant.
For longbows up to 68".

411 CAMO TAKE-DOWN LONGBOW SLEEVE CASE $38 Each
Similar to #410 but with additional half-sleeves to accept a two-piece take-down
longbow. Full length sleeve accepts the bow assembled.

414 SAFARI TUFF TRANSFORMER SOFT CASE $124 Each
With the ability to excel at being both a takedown case and strung bow case, it’s perfect for the hardcore bow hunter, and
provides absolute protection. Whether in the back of a pickup, on an ATV, strapped to a horse or thrown in the bottom of
a boat, you can depend on your bow arriving ready for the hunt! Transformers from takedown case to strung bow case.
Provisions for bow mounted quiver. Generous accessory pocket. Standard Cases are sized for strung 62" Recurves.

421 Black Widow TAKE-DOWN RECURVE BOW AND ARROW TRAVEL VAULT $325 Each
At last, a gorilla proof case that even the airlines can not tear up! This 38 1/2" x 17 1/2" x 6 1/4" world famous Pelican Travel
Vault is crushproof, dustproof, airtight, watertight (it even floats when loaded) and features an atmospheric pressure
purge valve plus transport wheels. Precision cut foam accepts Black Widow take-down handle, two sets of limbs, bow
quiver and 22 arrows with broadheads. 6 1/2" x 3 3/4" x 2" plastic accessory box included. (Furnish your own padlocks.)
Three versions available, one designed for the PMA series, one for the PSA series (shown), and another for the PCH series.
Please specify Black Widow bow MODEL. (Additional shipping required for International orders.)
••Bow and Arrows not included with case.••

422 PELILOCK PADLOCK $17 Each or $31 Pair
Pelican’s new TSA-accepted padlock works two ways: A combination lock for
the owner, and a separate TSA coded keyhole for access by TSA personnel.
TSA can safely open and close the lock without damage. Lifetime guarantee.

423 TAKE-DOWN BOW AND ARROW HARD CASE $179 Each
This 10 1/2" x 37" x 6 1/2" padded high-impact plastic case provides excellent protection for your
take-down PSR, PL, PSA, PCH or PMA bow. Holds the bow securely on one side while storing 24
arrows with broadheads in the other side. The Codura camouflage cover has a zippered closure on
each side.

424 ONE PIECE RECURVE HARDCASE $151 Each
A foam-lined hard interior provides amazing protection while a soft-sided exterior won’t scratch your
vehicle. Two support brackets offer added protection. Dimensions: 60 ¼" L X 3 ¾" W X 8 ¼" H. Bow
Storage: 59" L X 2 ½" W X 6 ¼" H. Longbow version also available online.

430 ARROW SAFE-PAC $27 Each
Safely protects up to 18 arrows with broadheads. Made of tough, smoke colored plastic. This 36" x 7" x 3"
arrow case fits in the pocket of the #405 one-piece recurve bow soft case (see page 28).
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Bow Mounted Quivers
442
(quiver)
449
444

445

447

Color may vary.

PMA X
Cocobolo
PSA X Greenleaf
(bow shown)

PCH X
Honduras Rosewood

442 ACE-IN-THE-HOLE QUIVER $21 Each
Weight: 1/2 oz. Designed to be used in combination with a shoulder quiver or hip quiver and a
two-blade broadhead. You can carry a single shaft at your finger tips for that quick shot without
fumbling for one in your hip or shoulder quiver. If you don’t take the shot, it is just as easy to
put the “ace back in the hole”. Can be used on most any recurve or longbow. Mounts with
pressure-sensitive tape. Embossed Black Widow logo.
444 SELWAY Black Widow SIDE-MOUNT QUIVER $125 Each
Weight: 8 oz. Two-piece traditional design with hand-stitched rawhide cup that utilizes 10-24
side-mount quiver inserts for mounting on all Black Widow recurve and longbows. The
long distance between cup and gripper is especially good for longer arrows (Bow riser must
have side-mount quiver inserts installed). Available in four or five arrow capacity. Please specify
ARROW CAPACITY.
445 SELWAY Black Widow LIMB BOLT-MOUNT QUIVER $135 Each
Weight: 9 oz. Two-piece traditional design with hand-stitched rawhide cup made specifically
for Black Widow PMA, PSA and PCH take-down models. Mounts on limb bolts and does not
need any other special inserts installed in bow handle. Furnished with extra long steel limb bolts
for mounting. Available in four or five arrow capacity. Please specify ARROW CAPACITY and
RIGHT or LEFT hand.
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PL X
Cocobolo + Yew

PL V
Ironwood

447 SELWAY LIMB-MOUNT QUIVER
Slide On $110 Each
Quick Detach $115 Each
Weight: 9 oz. Two-piece traditional
design with hand-stitched rawhide cup
that is available in choice of two designs.
One design securely slides on limbs and
the other is a quick-detach design with a
screw-on rubber cap for easy-on, easyoff without unstringing bow. Each design
available in a recurve or longbow version.
Choice of four or five arrow capacity.
Please specify SLIDE-ON or QUICKDETACH, LONGBOW or RECURVE and
ARROW CAPACITY.

447 Quick Detach

449 SELWAY STRAP-ON QUIVER $115 Each
Weight 8 oz. Two-piece traditional design with hand-stitched rawhide cup. Will fit either recurve
or longbow. Available in 4 or 5 arrow capacity. Please specify ARROW CAPACITY.

463
461
462

PL II
Graybark

PCH X
Cocobolo

450
450 PIGGY BACK ARROW GRIPPER $4 Pair
Pack an extra Judo arrow (not recommended for broadhead) simply by clipping onto another arrow
that is already in your bow quiver.
461 GREAT NORTHERN STANDARD STRAP-ON QUIVER $99 Each
Weight: 8 oz. Fits Black Widow PTF, PSR (short recurve) or PL (longbow) series and most other
brands of recurves and longbows. Easy on, easy off lightweight design holds five arrows. Choice
of black or tan hand stitched leather cup. Black Widow logo. Also available with Gold Tip
rubber arrow gripper. Please specify COLOR, RIGHT or LEFT hand and GOLD TIP (if desired).
462 GREAT NORTHERN Black Widow QUICK MOUNT
LIMB BOLT-MOUNT QUIVER $115 Each
Weight: 8 oz. Mounts on limb bolts of Black Widow PMA, PSA and PCH series take-down
recurve models. Thumbscrews make it ideal for the hunter who prefers to remove his quiver while
on stand. Lightweight design holds five arrows. Choice of black or tan hand stitched leather cup.
Black Widow logo. Also available with Gold Tip rubber arrow gripper. Longer bolts and mounting
hardware included. Please specify COLOR, RIGHT or LEFT hand and GOLD TIP (if desired).

KB X
Shedua

463 GREAT NORTHERN Black Widow SIDE-MOUNT QUIVER $99 Each
Weight: 7 oz. Easy on, easy off lightweight design utilizes 10-24 side-mount quiver inserts for
mounting on all Black Widow recurve and longbows (Bow riser must have side-mount quiver
inserts installed). Holds five arrows. Choice of black or tan hand stitched leather cup. Black
Widow logo. Also available with Gold Tip rubber arrow gripper. Please specify COLOR, RIGHT or
LEFT hand and GOLD TIP (if desired).
499 ARROW GRIPPER BANDS $4 Per Dozen
These rubber bands allow you to convert your arrow gripper for use
with smaller diameter shafts.

499

464 QUIVER REPLACEMENT PARTS: Certain quiver parts tend to wear out and may need to
be replaced. You may order the following items for the above bow quivers: Foam Cup Insert,
Rubber Arrow Gripper (standard, Gold Tip or small carbon arrow) and Rubber Straps (for the
Great Northern quivers). Please specify the above applicable CATALOG NUMBER, PART needed
and ARROW CAPACITY.
FOAM CUP INSERT $10 Each
THUNDERHORN RUBBER ARROW GRIPPER $19 Each
GREAT NORTHERN RUBBER ARROW GRIPPER $17 Each
Please specify STANDARD or GOLD TIP arrow.
SELWAY RUBBER ARROW GRIPPER $7 Each
GREAT NORTHERN RUBBER STRAPS $10 Pair
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Bow Mounted Quivers (continued)

473

PL X
Osage

475

474

PMA X
Curly Maple

473 THUNDERHORN Black Widow SIDE-MOUNT QUIVER $125 Each
Weight: 9 oz. Two-piece design with hand-stitched contrasting leather hood. Utilizes 10-24 side-mount quiver
inserts for mounting on all Black Widow recurves and longbows (Bow riser must have side-mount quiver inserts
installed). Black Widow logo. Standard easily adjusts for up to six arrows. Small Frye holds four arrows. Please
specify FOUR (Small Frye) or SIX (Standard) arrow, RIGHT or LEFT hand, and Tan and Brown or Black and Tan.
474 THUNDERHORN Black Widow LIMB BOLT-MOUNT QUIVER $125 Each
Weight: 12 oz. Hand-stitched contrasting leather, two-piece design mounts on limb bolts and does not need
any other special inserts installed in bow handle. Furnished with extra long limb bolts for mounting on Black
Widow PMA, PSA or PCH series. Black Widow logo. Standard easily adjusts for up to six arrows. Small Frye
holds four arrows. Please specify FOUR (Small Frye) or SIX (Standard) arrow, RIGHT or LEFT hand, and Tan and
Brown or Black and Tan.
475 THUNDERHORN Black Widow BOA STRAP-ON QUIVER $109 Each
Weight: 10 oz. The “constrictor” straps makes mounting the Boa quick and easy. Fits Black Widow PTF series,
PSR (short recurve) series and PL (longbow) series and most other brands of recurves and longbows. Black
Widow logo. Standard easily adjusts for up to six arrows. Small Frye holds four arrows. Please specify FOUR (Small
Frye) or SIX (Standard) arrow, RIGHT or LEFT hand, and Tan and Brown or Black and Tan.
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PSR X
Birdseye Maple

PMA X
Zircote

Thunderhorn Quivers
Standard
Small Frye

PA X
Cocobolo & Curly Maple

PCH X Bocote & Ziricote
no red with black center stripe

PSA X Curly Maple
with white center stripe
and lower trim

PSA X
Cocobolo

PMA X
Black & White Ebony

PMA V
Ironwood

PSA IV
Greenleaf

PSA III
Autumn Oak

PMA II
Graybark
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Arrows and Arrow Shafts
500 TUNING SHAFTS, ALUMINUM $6 Each
GOLD TIP with #511 (Adapter Weights) $10 Each
CARBON EXPRESS with #511 (Adapter Weights) $10 Each
BLACK EAGLE with #511 (Adapter Weights) $10 Each
You may order just one (more if you wish) of any of the below full length
aluminum, Gold Tip or Carbon Express shaft sizes for the purpose of bare
shaft testing and tuning, as per our Owner’s Manual Companion DVD, to
determine what size shaft shoots best from your bow. Nocks and #512
R.P.S. Inserts included. Please specify SIZE.

500 Aluminum
500 Gold Tip
500 Carbon Express
500 Black Eagle

501 Feather Fletching

Standard Feathers:
2 Solid, 1 Barred White
RW 5" Shield Cut

501 Raw Shaft
501 Trad Vane Fletching

Standard Trad Vanes:
2 White, 1 Red
4" Parabolic

501 GOLD TIP XT GRAPHITE WOOD GRAIN ARROWS/SHAFTS
Size: Grains per Inch Unique five-layer design makes this shaft incredibly strong and almost indestructible, thus dampening the paradox
to improve accuracy and penetration. The Micro-finish woodgrain pattern gives the shaft a classic traditional touch.
600
7.8 GPI
Straightness Tolerance of +/-.003". Nocks and #512 RPS Inserts included. Please specify SIZE and LENGTH (if desired).
500
8.6 GPI
RAW SHAFTS (dozen) $105 Uncut OR $115 Cut to Length
400
9.3 GPI
FEATHER FLETCHING (dozen arrows) $145 Uncut OR $155 Cut to Length
350
10.5 GPI
TRAD VANE FLETCHING (dozen arrows) $145 Uncut OR $155 Cut to Length

502 Feather Fletching

Standard Feathers:
2 Solid, 1 Barred White
RW 5" Shield Cut

502 Raw Shaft
502 Trad Vane Fletching

502 GOLD TIP TRADITIONALS GRAPHITE WOOD GRAIN ARROWS/SHAFTS
Size: Grains per Inch Unique five-layer design makes this shaft incredibly strong and almost indestructible, thus dampening the paradox
to improve accuracy and penetration. The Micro-finish woodgrain pattern gives the shaft a classic traditional touch.
600
7.8 GPI
Straightness Tolerance of +/-.006". Nocks and #512 RPS Inserts included. Please specify SIZE and LENGTH (if desired).
500
8.6 GPI
RAW SHAFTS (dozen) $85 Uncut OR $95 Cut to Length
400
9.3 GPI
FEATHER FLETCHING (dozen) $125 Uncut OR $135 Cut to Length
350
10.5 GPI
TRAD VANE FLETCHING (dozen) $125 Uncut OR $135 Cut to Length

504 Feather Fletching

Standard Trad Vanes:
2 White, 1 Red
4" Parabolic

Standard Feathers:
2 Solid, 1 Barred White
RW 5" Shield Cut

504 Raw Shaft
504 Trad Vane Fletching

504 CARBON EXPRESS HERITAGE WOOD GRAIN ARROWS/SHAFTS
Size: Grains per Inch The traditional look of wood with a durable precision wrapped carbon composite construction for extreme toughness and
penetration. #516 RPS inserts and #534 nocks included with 150, 250, and 350’s. #517 RPS inserts and #529 nocks included
75
8.8 GPI
with 75 and 90’s. (#511 Gold Tip Adapter weights WILL NOT FIT in the 75 or 90’s). Please specify SIZE and LENGTH (if desired).
90
9.4 GPI
RAW SHAFTS (dozen) $86 Uncut OR $96 Cut to Length
150
10 GPI
FEATHER FLETCHING (dozen) $126 Uncut OR $136 Cut to Length
250
11 GPI
TRAD VANE FLETCHING (dozen) $126 Uncut OR $136 Cut to Length
350
12 GPI
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Standard Trad Vanes:
2 White, 1 Red
4" Parabolic

Standard Feathers:
2 Solid, 1 Barred White
RW 5" Shield Cut

505 Feather Fletching

505 Raw Shaft
Standard Trad Vanes:
2 White, 1 Red
4" Parabolic

505 Trad Vane Fletching

505 BLACK EAGLE VINTAGE CARBON ARROWS/SHAFTS
The Black Eagle Vintage® arrow is the first of its kind on the market. Many serious traditional archers are looking for a high quality wood grain carbon
Size: Grains per Inch arrow – so Black Eagle delivered. The Duracoat wood grain overlay-finish allows for refletching and cresting. Vintage arrows are straightness sorted
to .005" or better, spine matched, and weight matched to ensure the quality and toughness that you have come to expect. Offered full length
600
7.9 GPI
(34.25") or cut to length. R.P.S. inserts and nocks included. The length is measured from the bottom of the nock groove to the end of the shaft.
500
8.5 GPI
Please specify SIZE and LENGTH (if desired).
RAW SHAFTS (dozen) $80 Uncut OR $90 Cut to Length
400
9.2 GPI
513 GOLD TIP WRENCH $10 Each
FEATHER FLETCHING (dozen) $120 Uncut OR $130 Cut to Length
350
9.8 GPI
The Gold Tip Weight System Adjustment Wrench allows you to add weight to
TRAD VANE FLETCHING (dozen) $120 Uncut OR $130 Cut to Length
the front of your Gold Tip or Carbon Express RPS insert after it is glued in. Simply
pull the nock out and use the weight wrench to
add or subtract weight.
Standard Feathers:
2 Barred White, 1 Barred Orange
RW 5" Shield Cut
508 Feather Fletching
508 Raw Shaft

508 EASTON CAMO HUNTER XX75 ARROWS/SHAFTS
This camo looks great in the woods. The 1816 & 1916 come packaged with green X UniNocks and X Uni-Bushing System. Sizes 2016, 2114, 2018, 2115, 2213, 2215, 2117, 2216, 2315,
2219, and 2317 come packaged with green Super Uni-Nocks and the Uni-Bushing System.
Offered full length or cut to length. R.P.S. inserts included. Sorry no substitutions on nock
color (for additional colors see #535 and #536). Please specify SIZE and LENGTH (if desired).
RAW SHAFTS (dozen) $67 Uncut OR $77 Cut to Length
FEATHER FLETCHING (dozen) $116 Uncut OR $126 Cut to Length

512 GOLD TIP FULL-THREAD R.P.S. INSERT
15 GRAINS $11 Dozen 100 GRAINS $16 Dozen
15 grains or 100 grains. Fully threaded which allows you to use the #511 Adapter
Weights to add weight to the shaft. (see GRAPHITE SHAFTING below). Please
specify weight.

Standard Feathers:
2 Barred White, 1 Barred Orange
RW 5" Shield Cut
509 Feather Fletching
509 Raw Shaft

509 LEGACY XX75 SHAFTS ALUMINUM SHAFTING
Tan color with lifelike, cedar grain pattern and “footed” point end gives this shaft the
traditional look of wood but with the precision of aluminum. Sizes: 1916, 2016, 2018, 2117, 2216
and 2219. Offered full length or cut to length. R.P.S. inserts included. White or Red Marco
Nocks. Please specify SIZE, NOCK COLOR, and LENGTH (if desired).
RAW SHAFTS (dozen) $80 Uncut OR $90 Cut to Length
FEATHER FLETCHING (dozen) $130 Uncut OR $140 Cut to Length

511 GOLD TIP ADAPTER WEIGHTS
COMBO PACK $50 Six Dozen 20 GRAIN $10 Dozen 50 GRAIN $10 Dozen
This system makes it possible to not only add weight to the shaft, but also to
change the dynamic spine of the shaft to fine tune it for perfect arrow flight (see
GRAPHITE SHAFTING below). Adding weight only to the point
end of a Gold Tip, Carbon Express (except 75’s and 90’s), or
Black Eagle causes the shaft to have a weaker “dynamic”
spine because the arrow is “pushing” more weight. Combo
Pack comes with 3 dozen 20 grain weights and 3 dozen
50 grain weights which is enough to add up to 210
grains per arrow to one dozen arrows. Also available
in 1 dozen 20 grain and 1 dozen 50 grain. Please specify
COMBO PACK, 20 GRAIN or 50 GRAIN.

516 CARBON EXPRESS HERITAGE FULLY THREADED
R.P.S. INSERTS for 150, 250, 350 $8 Dozen
13 grains. For the Carbon Express 150, 250 and 350 shafts. Fully threaded,
allowing you to add the #511 adapter weights to the shaft (see GRAPHITE
SHAFTING BELOW).
517 CARBON EXPRESS HERITAGE FULLY THREADED
R.P.S. INSERTS for 75, 90 $8 Dozen
11 grains. For the Carbon Express 75 and 90 shafts. #511 Gold Tip
Adapter Weights WILL NOT FIT in the 75 or 90 shafts.
518 BLACK EAGLE FULLY THREADED
R.P.S. INSERTS for 600, 500, 400, & 350 Shafts $12 Dozen
14 grains. For Black Eagle Vintage Carbon Arrows / Shafts (#505).

GRAPHITE SHAFTING: People question if graphite arrows are traditional. “Tradition” is in the mind of the traditionalist. What we do feel strongly about is adequate mass weight
of an arrow to absorb more of the bow’s stored energy for penetration and the longevity of the bow. Even Congress cannot repeal the “Law of Inertia” which, to a bowhunter,
means penetration. Therefore, we recommend an arrow weight of 9 to 12 grains per pound of draw weight. Our warranty requires a minimum of 8, but long draw lengths (29+ inches)
significantly increase the possibility of limb tip damage when using a high performance bowstring and lighter arrows, therefore 9 to 12 would be safer and wiser. We prefer Gold Tip,
Carbon Express, or Black Eagle graphite shafts because of their unique system of adding weight to the point end of the shafts. Gold Tip Adapter Weights WILL NOT FIT in the 75 and
90 Carbon Express shafts. This system also makes it possible to fine-tune the shaft for perfect arrow flight. The greatest advantage of the virtually indestructible graphite shaft is that
it allows you to maximize your accuracy (especially in cold weather) by shooting moderate poundage and should you not get a pass-thru (which may even be preferable), the graphite
shaft is unlikely to break and continues to work as the game flees.
ALUMINUM SHAFTING: Unfortunately, as you can see above, Easton Aluminum does not make every arrow size in each arrow color. Consequently the color design you prefer may not
be available in the size you need. We apologize for this, but trust you understand that this is beyond our control.

Measured Arrow Length
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Arrow Making Supplies
520 BARRED FEATHERS
Dozen $14
Artificial, but look like the real
thing. Available in right wing
or left wing, 5", traditional
shield cut. Colors: White, red,
orange, green, brown, yellow,
and chartreuse. Please specify
RIGHT or LEFT wing and COLOR.

521 SOLID COLORED FEATHERS
Dozen $9
Available in right wing or left wing, 5",
traditional shield cut. Colors: White,
red, orange, yellow, green, brown,
black, gray, pink, chartreuse, and blue.
Please specify RIGHT or LEFT wing and
COLOR.

522 SPIRAL WRAP FLU-FLU SOLID
COLORED FEATHERS $5 Dozen
Specially prepared full length feathers for a spiral wrap flu-flu
arrow. Colors: CHARTREUSE, RED, and WHITE. Right Wing Only.
Specify COLOR.

523 TRAD VANES $6 Dozen
AAE teamed up with accomplished outdoorsman and Traditional
archer Aron Snyder to create the first ever Traditional archery
vane that can be shot off the shelf while maintaining the same
flight characteristics and impact
point they are accustomed to with
feathers. The new AAE TRAD vane
allows Traditional archers the
confidence to shoot a vane in wet
or inclement weather. Colors:
White, Red, Yellow, and Blue.
Sold in Dozen Packs.

526 BOHNING FEATHER-DRI
POWDER $10 Each
Weatherproof your fletching with this
easy-to-use weightless and odorless
powder. Feathers retain natural look
and feel. Treats about 100-150 arrows.

529 CARBON EXPRESS PRESS FIT NOCKS
For 75 & 90 Shafts $7 Dozen
Offered in solid green, white and yellow for Carbon
Express 75 & 90 shafts (see #534 for 150, 250, & 350).
Please specify COLOR.

530 NOCK TOOL $1 Each
To align #533 Bohning, #534 Carbon Express and
#536 Super Uni-Nocks.
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531 GOLD TIP SNAP-ON NOCKS $11 Dozen
Gold Tip GT Series push-in nocks are manufactured from the
finest materials and with a focus on precision to
ensure the tack driving accuracy of your Gold Tip
carbon shafts. Weigh approx. 11.5 grains each.
Please specify WHITE, RED, or ORANGE.

624 Black Widow SPIDER “INSTANT CREST”
ARROW WRAPS $8 Dozen
2 3/8" long. If you don’t have the time, talent or patience to crest
your arrows this is the quick and easy way to do it. Not only will it
dress up your arrows but if you are an instinctive shooter they will
also make it easier to follow them in flight.

532 MARCO NOCKS $3 Dozen
Snap-on nocks that are strong enough for a Widow. Sizes:
9/32", 1/4", 5/16" and 11/32". Colors: White,
red, orange, fl. orange, yellow, green, fl.
green and black. Please specify SIZE
and COLOR.

533 BOHNING SIGNATURE
PRESS FIT NOCKS $6 Dozen
Indexed snap-on nock with no-glue feature that fits
Gold Tip shafts. Colors: White, rose, fl. orange, fl.
green and black. Please specify COLOR.

625 Black Widow “INSTANT CREST”
ARROW WRAPS $12 Dozen
7" long. Dress up those arrows and fletch right over them. Available
in white and red with Black Widow Logo. Please specify
COLOR.

534 CARBON EXPRESS PRESS FIT NOCKS
For 150, 250 & 350 Shafts $7 Dozen
Offered in green, orange and pearl for Carbon
Express 150, 250 and 350 shafts (see #529 for 75 &
90). Please specify COLOR.

535 “X” UNI-NOCK FOR CAMO HUNTER
SHAFTS Size 1816 or 1916 $8 Dozen
Offered in black, green, orange, white and
fluorescent yellow. Specify COLOR.

536 SUPER UNI-NOCK for CAMO HUNTER SHAFTS $8 Dozen
Sizes 2016, 2114, 2018, 2115, 2213, 2215, 2117, 2216,
2315, 2219, 2317 and 2419. Also fits GOLD TIPS.
Offered in black, green, orange, white and
yellow. Please specify COLOR.

626 Black Widow “INSTANT CREST”
ARROW WRAPS $12 Dozen
ARROW WRAPS with Laminate Applied $17 Dozen
9" long. Traditional wraps add that special look to your arrows. We
suggest the #627 Clear Laminate Wrap to protect your Instant
Crest. Available in BLACK, WHITE and BLUE with Black Widow
Logo. Please specify COLOR.

537 UNI-BUSHING SYSTEM FOR “X” UNI-NOCKS
AND SUPER UNI-NOCKS $8 Dozen
For Camo Hunter Shafts. “X” Uni-Bushings for 1816 and
1916’s, Super Uni-Bushing for sizes 2016, 2114, 2018, 2115,
2213, 2215, 2117, 2216,2315, 2219, 2317 and 2419. Please
specify SIZE.

557 WEIGHT WASHERS $4 Dozen
Add up to three 5 grain brass washers
behind screw-in field points and most
broadheads to achieve proper arrow flight.
Sizes: 5/16" or 11/32". Please specify SIZE.

569 R.P.S. INSERTS $8 Dozen
Replaceable Point System inserts are furnished with all
standard orders of aluminum shafting (you may wish to have
some extra ones). See # 504 and #506 for sizes. Please specify
SIZE.

627 CLEAR LAMINATE WRAPS $5 Dozen
To protect your wrap print and details. Will not smear or fade.
Suggested for #625 and #626 wraps. Comes in 7" and 9". Please
specify SIZE. -not pictured-

538 DIGITAL ARCHERS
GRAIN SCALE $19 Each
Very accurate and affordable
electronic grain scale.
Maximum capacity 1543 grains.
Weighs in grains, ounces and
grams. Batteries included.

549 DUCO CEMENT $5 Each
For fletching and
gluing nocks when
used with Little Dipper
stains and sealers (rather than Fletch-Tite). Do not use
to glue directly to aluminum or graphite shafts.

601 INDOOR CHRONOGRAPH
LIGHT KIT $70 Each
Converts #600 chronograph
for indoor use.

550 HOT MELT GLUE $3 Each
Ideal for gluing inserts, adapters or traditional field points and
broadheads.
539 DIGITAL ARROW-2000
SCALE $24 Each
The Superior Balance Arrow2000 has everything you
need to accurately weigh
your arrows. Maximum
capacity of 2,000 grains
with accuracy of 3.0865
grains. Features Backlit LCD
display, tare function, and
auto calibration. Includes
instructions, batteries, an
arrow holder, and a 100
gram (1,543.2 grains) calibration weight.
543 CUT-OFF TOOL $19 Each
A high quality tool that allows you to cut your
own aluminum or Gold Tip tuning shafts (if
done cautiously) to fine-tune your bow through
arrow length to achieve proper spine, as per our
Owner’s Manual DVD. (A high speed cut-off tool
should be used for volume cutting.)
545 BPE PRO FLETCHER $52 Each
The adjustable
nock receiver
allows you to
position feathers
properly to shoot
off-the-shelf, as per
our Owner's Manual
DVD. The degree of
helical can also be adjusted.
Please specify RIGHT or LEFT
wing.

546 BPE HELICAL CLAMP $12 Each
An additional clamp
gives you the option
of using your BPE
Pro Fletcher for either
right or left wing feathers. Please
specify RIGHT or LEFT wing.

547 BITZENBERGER
DIAL-O-FLETCH $95 Each
Still considered the finest
fletcher available. We furnish it
with a helical clamp and with the
TM nock receiver that positions
feathers to shoot off-the-shelf.
Please specify RIGHT or LEFT wing.

548 BITZENBERGER HELICAL CLAMP $32 Each
TM NOCK RECEIVER $15 Each
An additional clamp and TM nock receiver gives you the option
of using your Bitzenberger Dial-O-Fletch for either right or left
wing feathers. Please specify
RIGHT or LEFT wing.

551 BOHNING PLATINUM FLETCH-TITE CEMENT $5 Each
For fletching and for gluing nocks. (Use Fletch-Tite with Bohning
stains and sealers.)

553 SUPER SPIDER GOO - THICK $15 Each
1/2 oz. bottle. Instant adhesive that is ideal
for gluing metal to metal such as broadheads
to adapters or swaged arrows. Also great for
permanently gluing inserts and weights in Gold
Tip shafts.

603 T-BIRD MODULAR ARROW CUT-OFF SAW $145 Each
Modular design allows the saw to be broken down into pieces and
stowed in its own compact box. Capable of cutting any length
arrows. Complete with spin testers and de-burring tool.

554 ALCOHOL BURNER $8 Each
The perfect unit for using Hot Melt.
(See your local pharmacy or hardware
to get denatured alcohol).

555 BARGE CEMENT $8 Each
All purpose cement. Ideal for
adhering arrow rest to bow
without damaging finish.

605 DE-BURRING TOOL $17 Each
Hand held to de-burr aluminum shafting
that has been cut to length.

ACCESSORY WARRANTY
556 MAX BOND GLUE $15 Each
Fletching Glue for the Trad Vanes.

600 PROCHRONO DIGITAL CHRONOGRAPH $145 Each
Compact, portable and
affordable. Enables
you to test and
compare to
achieve the best
setup for your
bow. Memory
feature records
high velocity
, low velocity,
average velocity,
etc. May be mounted
on a standard camera
tripod. Powered by 9
volt battery (not included)
for outdoor use. (See #601 for
indoor use.)

All accessories offered in this catalog have
a one year limited warranty, either by
their manufacturer or by Black Widow
Custom Bows, for inferior materials
or workmanship. At the discretion of
Black Widow Custom Bows, or the
manufacturer, the item will either be repaired
or replaced without cost (other than shipping)
to the customer. The above provisions will
apply, unless the item shows evidence of
misuse, abuse or alteration.
Visit the Widow Wall on our website.
BlackWidowBows.com

Find us on Facebook.

/BlackWidowBows
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Arrowheads
GLUE-ON
WEIGHT

BLUNT

JUDO

2-BLADE

SCREW-IN
3-BLADE

4-BLADE

80-99 gr

574

100-119 gr

574, 577

585

120-139 gr

559

563

572, 573, 574
577, 578, 579

576-1, 585

573, 574

140-159 gr

559

563

572, 578

585

573, 574

160-179 gr

559, 565

578

585

WEIGHT

BLUNT

JUDO

2-BLADE

100-119 gr

560

562

586, 592

120-139 gr

558, 560

562

140-159 gr
160-179 gr

180-199 gr

572

180-199 gr

200+ gr

572

200+ gr

4-BLADE

570, 574
577, 586

571, 576-1
576-2, 598

586

558, 560

573, 574
577

571, 576-1
576-2

573, 586

558, 560
564

570, 573
577, 579

571, 576-2

573

570
558, 560

100 grains $4 Each

558 SCREW-IN ACE HEX BLUNTS $11 (6 pack)
Please specify WEIGHT.

175 grains, 11/32" - 23/64"
200 grains, 11/32" - 23/64"

105 grains Kondor $7 Each
563 TRADITIONAL JUDO POINT
Please specify WEIGHT.

145 grains, 11/32" - 23/64"
160 grains, 11/32" - 23/64"
560 SCREW-IN FIELD POINTS $5 Dozen
Please specify WEIGHT and SIZE.

100 grains - 5/16" or 11/32"

130 grains, 5/16" $4 Each

566 SCREW-IN BROADHEAD ADAPTER $5 (6 pack)
5° taper to adapt a traditional type broadhead or field point for
use with the R.P.S. insert. 11/32" ferrule. Please specify WEIGHT.

Short, 32 grains

Long, 42 grains

570 SIMMONS BROADHEADS
Unique concave cutting edge is as deadly as a shark’s tooth! TwoBlade. Screw-In. Please specify WEIGHT.

125 grains - 5/16" or 11/32"
135 grains, 11/32" $4 Each

145 grains - 5/16" or 11/32"

565 TRADITIONAL RUBBER BLUNT $2 Each
No taper required. 160 grains.

125 grains $4 Each

559 TRADITIONAL ACE HEX BLUNTS $11 (6 pack)
Please specify WEIGHT.
125 grains, 11/32" - 23/64"

571, 576-2
564 SCREW-IN RUBBER BLUNT $2 Each
160 grains.

562 SCREW-IN JUDO POINT
Please specify WEIGHT.

557 WEIGHT WASHERS $4 Dozen
Add up to three 5 grains brass washers
behind screw-in field points and most
broadheads to achieve proper arrow flight.
Sizes: 5/16" or 11/32". Please specify SIZE.

125 grains, 11/32" - 23/64"
145 grains, 11/32" - 23/64"

3-BLADE

125 gr. Landshark, 1 3/16" W, 1 ½" L $40 (3 pack)
165 gr. Landshark, 1 9/16" W, 1 7/8" L $40 (3 pack)

175 grains - 5/16" or 11/32"
145 grains, 11/32" Kondor $7 Each

200 grains - 5/16" & 11/32" tapered combo

BROADHEADS
We are often asked what kind of broadhead should be used with a traditional recurve or longbow. The
obvious answer is ... a very sharp one that is well placed! Since accuracy is a vital part of this formula, it is
extremely important not to be overbowed. When shot from a bow of reasonable poundage, we believe a
cut-on-impact two or three blade traditional-type broadhead has the greatest probability of total pass-thru
penetration, thus leaving a good blood trail that is easy to follow. For those of you who need broadhead
adapters so you can mount traditional broadheads onto aluminum or graphite shafting, we offer the #566
screw-in adapter or the #568 glue-in adapter. This choice of weight added to the broadhead can help you
match field point weights and achieve proper arrow flight, as discussed in the Owners Manual.
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175 gr. Tigershark, 1 9/16" W, 2 ¼" L $40 (3 pack)
190 gr. Interceptor, 1 9/16" W, 2 5/8" L $40 (3 pack)

175 gr. Swampshark, 1 5/8" W, 2 1/4" L $40 (3 pack)
190 gr. Treeshark, 2" W, 2 ½" L $40 (3 pack)

571 VPA 2-BLADE BROADHEADS
CNC Machined from high carbon steel – heat treated to 55
Rockwell. Ferrules are faceted to match sharpening angle and
makes them quite the little bone splitters. Ferrule supports the
head all the way to the double tanto style tip to help prevent tip
curling. 1 1/ 8" width. Screw-In. Please specify WEIGHT.
125 grain

573 GRIZZLY INSTINCT 3 BLADE
Made of multiple layers of copper brazed 1075 carbon steel with an
incredibly strong triple-laminated core. Solid steel reinforced tip to
eliminate tip curl. Heat treated to 50 rockwell and Teflon coated.
Long and lean design aids penetration. Mounts on wood shafts as
large as 23/64" or use 11/32" screw in adapters to mount to carbon
and aluminium shafts. 1 1/8" cutting diameter. Please specify grain
weight.

579 ZWICKEY “NO MERCY”
11/32" ferrule, 1 3/16" dia. Two-Blade. Destined to become a quiver
favorite. Available in Right Single, Left Single and Double Bevel.
Please specify BEVEL and WEIGHT.
130 grains, Glue-On $19 (3 pack)

175 grain

175 or 200 grains, Glue-On $31.00 (3 pack)
165 grains, Screw-In $22 (3 pack)

150 grain
200 grain
125 gr., 150 gr., 175 gr., 200 gr., $48 (3 pack)
571 VPA 3-BLADE BROADHEADS
Rock solid and machined with precision to give you perfect flight
every time. No weld lines or brazing combined with the pyramid
style chiseled points for "bone-splitting" strength. 1 1/ 8" cutting dia.
Three-Blade. Screw-In. Please specify WEIGHT.
125 grains, 1 ¼" L

200 or 225 grains, Screw-In $37.00 (3 pack)
576-1 WOODSMAN BROADHEADS
Long and lean for good penetration. Teflon coated.
11/32" ferrule, 1 1/ 8" dia. Three-Blade.

580 ACE GLUE ON BROADHEADS
The famous ACE STANDARD broadhead was designed in the
30’s and now almost 80 years later remains unequaled in flight
characteristics and penetration qualities. The Standard includes
high carbon steel, is spot welded, copper brazed and heat treated
with a triple laminated tip. Combined with the ACE Interlocking
Ferrule, these characteristics create a nearly indestructible head
of the highest quality. These heads combine excellent flight
characteristics, great penetration, and unequaled toughness.

175 grains, 2 ¼" L
125 grains, Glue-On $44 (6 pack)
125, 135, 145, or 160 grains $34 (6 pack)
125 grains, Screw-In $29 (3 pack)
150 grains, Screw-In $49 (6 pack)

150 grains, 1 ½" L

200 grains, 2 ¼" L

125 grains, 150 grains $42 (3 pack)
175 grains, 200 grains $46 (3 pack)
572 GRIZZLY TRADITIONAL BROADHEADS
Designed for deep penetration. The combination of the long, lean
shape of the Grizzly, and the 25 degree single bevel, aids in busting
heavy bone. This is accomplished through the twisting action the
single bevel produces as it passes through tissue. Right Bevel
Only. 11/32" ferrule, Two Blade. Please specify WEIGHT.

576-2 WOODSMAN ELITE BROADHEADS $59 (3 pack)
Machined from a solid piece of tool-grade steel. The only 3-blade
broadhead on the market that can claim that! The most deadly
broadhead just got Deadlier! The 125 & 150 grain models feature a
cutting diameter of 1", while the 175 grain models have a 1 1/8" cutting
diameter and are non-vented. 11/32" ferrule. Three-Blade Screw-In.
Please specify WEIGHT.
175 grains

Two-Blade 100 or 125 grains (shown) $34 (3 pack)
Four-Blade 125 (shown) or 150 grains $38 (3 pack)

200 g
rains

rains
185 g

155 g
rains

125 g
rains

GLUE-ON

125 gr., 1 1/ 8" W, 2 ¾" L $48 (6 pack)
155 gr., 1 1/ 8" W, 2 ¾" L $48 (6 pack)
185 gr., 1 1/ 8" W, 2 ¾" L $48 (6 pack)
200 gr., 1 3/16" W, 3 1/8" L $53 (6 pack)
SCREW-IN

150, 175, or 200 grains
1 1/ 8" W, 2 ¾" L $31 (3 pack)

586 STINGER BROADHEADS
Made by Magnus. Razor-sharp rust-proof stainless steel main
blade which is easily resharpened but is also replaceable in case of
extreme damage. 1 1/16" dia. Screw-In. Specify BLADES and WEIGHT.

175 grains, 200 grains, 1 1/8"
125, 150 grains, 1" Vented

150 grains

577 ZWICKEY BROADHEADS
Two-blade. Please specify number of GLUE-ON or SCREW-IN and
WEIGHT.

GLUE-ON
Eskilite 1 1/16", 5/16" ferrule, 110 grains $16 (3 pack)
Eskimo 1 ¼", 11/32" ferrule, 125 grains $16 (3 pack)
Delta 1 ½", 11/32" ferrule, 135 grains $18 (3 pack)

SCREW-IN
Eskilite 1 1/16", 5/16" ferrule, 135 grains $18 (3 pack)
Eskimo 1 ¼", 11/32" ferrule, 160 grains $18 (3 pack)
Delta 1 ½", 11/32" ferrule, 170 grains $22 (3 pack)

587 STINGER MAIN BLADES $12 (3 pack)
Spare main blades for #586 Stinger 100 and 125.
Please specify 100 or 125 grains.

598 G5 MONTEC BROADHEADS $41 (3 pack)
Solid “Head to Thread" one-piece construction made possible by
new patented MonoFlow technology. Stainless steel.
1 1/8" Three-Blade Screw-In, 125 grains.
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Sharpening & Hunting Accessories
REFINISHING

705 BROADHEAD FILE $11 Each
For those who prefer to sharpen broadheads the way Fred Bear
did. This quality file with wooden handle will do the job.

Let Us Make

717 Tree Seat $75 Each
Designed for the Bowhunter who
wants to hunt off of the ground.
Screws into a tree or post. Folds
easily to go in your backpack.

Your Old Bow
Look New Again!
We can refinish your 1 piece or complete
takedown bow for only $200 or your set
of Limbs or Handle Only for $100 plus
shipping. We can sometimes take 3 to
5 pounds of weight off as well. Cost is
$25 plus the refinish charge. Shipping will
run $30 for USA Customers. International
shipping will apply to overseas orders.
Please do not send your string, bolts, or
other accessories. Call for more details.

Before

After

706 SPORTSMEN STICK $27 Each
Now anyone can put a sharp edge on any broadhead
or knife. The V-shaped, premium grade “micrograin”
carbides have a micro-adjustment feature for
extended life.

707 PRUNING PLIERS $11 Each
Quickly and quietly trim out your tree stand with this high
quality cutter. Unique ratchet design provides leverage to
easily cut up to 3/4" limbs or saplings. Color may vary.

710 Bow Hanger $2 Each
Screws into tree or branch. Rubber coated hook keeps bow
handy while on stand. Sold as singles.

721 TREE HOPPER SAFETY BELT $56 Each
The ½" black, hollow braid, polypropylene “chinese handcuff”
adjustable cord, makes this the handiest safety/climbing belt and deer
drag we’ve ever used. The two ply military style nylon belt webbing
is double reinforced at the “D” rings. The spring loaded safety latch
prevents accidental detachment. Available in medium (24"-34" waist),
large (34"-44" waist) and x-large (44"-54" waist). Please specify SIZE.

711 SECOND CHANCE ARROW HOLDER $8 (3-pack)
Screw into your tree and keep another arrow handy
for that quick, second shot.
712 BOW HOIST $4 Each
This 20 foot camo-colored nylon rope
with pinch snap provides an easy and
safe way to lift your hunting
equipment into a tree stand.
Also can be used as a deer drag.
714 BUCKS ARROW GRABBER $14 Each
The arrow grabber supports your broadhead while sharpening
and allows you to hold your arrow securely and safely. It will
prevent the arrow from twisting in your hand and help in
maintaining a consistent filing angle.

715 WIND-CHECK AIR CURRENT FINDER $6 Each
Rotate bottle upside-down and squeeze. Odorless
powder tells you wind direction when nothing
else will.
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725 JONES FACE CAMO $7 Each
Easy to apply, non-irritating “hunting face” that won’t crack, peel or
sweat off, but easily removed with just soap and water. 3 pack.

727 GUT-N-GLOVES $2 Pair
The easy way to keep your hands and sleeves totally clean when field
dressing big game. Everyone needs a ziplocked pair in their pack.

803 Olive Green & Navy Frost

821 Black Widow LOGO $1 Each
Black on white, 3 5/8" diameter.

822 Black Widow SPIDER DECAL $1 Each
Black spider on red, 1 3/8" X 2" oval. Works great
on second owner Black Widow bows to
cover up the name of the first owner.

800 Black Widow LOW CROWN CAP $17 Each
Embroidered logo. Adjustable size. Please specify BLACK, CAMO, or our
new color DIGITAL CAMO.

803 Black Widow T-SHIRT
Short Sleeved (GRAY, BLACK) $19 Each
Short Sleeved (NAVY FROST, OLIVE GREEN) $19 Each
Long Sleeved (GRAY or BLACK) $23 Each
Kids Short Sleeved (GRAY only) $11 Each
98% cotton. Small logo on chest and
large logo on back. Choice
of short sleeved or long
sleeved; or kids short
sleeved. Available in
sizes small, medium,
large, X-large or
XX-large. Kids Short Sleeved
(gray only) available in kid
sizes small, medium or
large. Please specify
SHORT sleeved, LONG
sleeved or KIDS short
sleeved, SIZE and
COLOR (as listed below).
Short Sleeve:
GRAY, BLACK, NAVY
FROST, OLIVE
GREEN

824 Black Widow CLOTH PATCH $5 Each
Black on white, 2 ¾" diameter.

825 BOWFIT EXERCISER $25 Each
Developed by a Sports Physical Therapist / Archer. This unique product
will strengthen your upperbody muscles and improve your archery
performance and stamina. Available in light (10#-30#), medium (30#-50#)
and heavy (50#-80#). Please specify LIGHT, MEDIUM or HEAVY.

Long Sleeve:
GRAY or BLACK.
802 Black Widow HOODED SWEATSHIRT $27 Each
Sizes XXL, XXXL $30 Each
Gray, 50% cotton and 50% Polyester.
Small logo on chest and large
logo on back. Available in
gray or black and sizes
small, medium, large,
x-large, xx-large or xxxlarge. Please specify
COLOR and SIZE.
806 Black Widow
COFFEE CUP $6 Each
There is nothing better than a
good cup of coffee in the morning
before you pick up your Black
Widow bow to go hunting...
unless you drink it from a Black
Widow cup.

836 Black Widow MEDALLION $5 Each
The same as we put in our bows. ¾" in diameter.

8062 Black Widow
PLASTIC COFFEE CUP $6 Each
There is nothing better than a
good cup of coffee in the morning
before you pick up your Black
Widow bow to go hunting...
unless you drink it from a Black
Widow cup. Now available in
plastic. Great for camping.
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Black Widow Custom Bows
1201 Eaglecrest, Nixa, MO 65714, U.S.A.
Phone: (417) 725-3113
Fax: (417) 725-3190

